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Noted Higher Education Expert
Yolanda T. Moses· to Join UCR
,Moses to Serve
as Consultant on
Excellence and
Diversity Issues

The Rlark Vnice New•

RIVERSIDE

Dr. M oses will assist UC

Riverside in developing a
strategic plan to build
excellence. in curriculum,
programs, research and
service by builqing on
diversity of ideas, backgrounds and cultures. In
consultation with faculty,
students and administrators, she will develop and
implement a plan to hire
and retain a more diverse
faculty and a more representative graduate student
body, and will foster strategies that encourage communication and dialog
between students, staff and
faculty.
"Dr. Moses has been a
central figure on issues of
cultural change and diversity for more than a decade,"
said William Jury, UC
Riverside interim execuhve
vice
chancellor
and
provost. '"I look forward to
working with her and
developing a strategic hiring plan as we move forward in building our faculty ranks."
"This will be like coming
home for me," said Moses.
"It isn't often that you have
an opportunity to return to a
campus you have known
from a ·student's per~ctive and play a key role in
helping shape its future. I
am excited and enthusiastic
about the possibilities."
On July 31 Dr. Moses
completed a three-year
term as president of the
American Association for
Higher Education (AAHE),
the oldest national organization dedicated to the
advancement of higher
education,
based
in
Washington, D.C. and composed of faculty, administrators and graduate students. Prior to her position
atAAHE, Dr. Moses served
as President of The City
College
of . New
York/CUNY from 1993 to
1999 where she also held
the position of professor in
lhe Graduate Department
of Anthropology. She
joined
CCNY
from.

SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown

Yolanda T. Moses

California State University,
Dominguez Hills where she
was Vice President for
Academic Affairs and
Professor of Anthropology,
a position . she had held
from 1988. From 1982 to
1988 she was Dean of the
College of the Arts aQd
Professor of Social Science
(Anthropology) \
at
California
State ·
Polytechnic University,
Pomona.
A nationally recognized
expert on cultural diversity,
Dr. Moses was selected by
the Ford Foundation as one
of four consultants in the
country to evaluate its
diversity projects in universities and colleges across
the nation. Her writing,
research and lecturing in
this area have taken her to

New Zealand, Japan, India,
Eastern Europe and South
Africa.
"Yolanda Moses is a
major figure in American
higher education who is
well-positioned to help the
campus address a wide
range of issues as we move
forward. She is a dedicated
UCR alumna who brings
tremendous knowledge and
leadership to her new position. It will be exciting to
1Nork with her in helping to
recruit outstanding, diverse
faculty and graduate students to our campus," said
Dr.
Emory
Elliott,
University Professor, UCR
. Professor of English and
Director of the Center for
Ideas and Society.
The 56 year-old Moses is.
a native of Los Angeles.
She received her A.A.
degree
from
San
Bernardino Valley College
in 1966, a bachelor's
degree in Sociology with
highest
honors
from
California State University,
San Bernardino in 1968
and her master's and doctorate with highest honors
in Anthropology from the
University of California,
Riverside in 1976.
The
University
?.f
California, Riverside offers
undergraduate and graduate
education to nearly 16,000
students and has a projected
enrollment of 21,000 students by· 2010. It is the
fastest growing and most
ethnically diverse campus
of the preeminent ten-campus
University
of
California system, the
largest public research university system in the world.
The picturesque 1,200-acre
campus is located at the
foot of the Box Springs
Mountains near downtown
Riverside in Southern
California. More information about UC Riverside is
available at www.ucr.edu
or by calling 909-7875 J 85. For a listing of faculty experts on a variety of
topics,
please
v1s1t
http://mmr.ucr.edu/experts/
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Justice Kennedy: Prison Sentences
To9 Long, Severe, & 40% Black
Local ministers
try to help
offenders clear
the slate

TheBlack Voice News
University of California,
Riverside
Chancellor,
France A. C6rdova, this
week announced that Dr.
Yolapda T. Moses, recognized expert on cultural
change in higher education
and cultural diversity and
public policy issues, will
join UC Riverside in midAugust as a consultant to
the
Chancellor
and
Executive Vice Chancellor.
Moses is also a noted
anthropologist
who
received her doctorate from
UCR.
"I am pleased and honored that Dr. Moses, one of
UC Riverside's own distinguished alumni, has agreed
to return to us in a leadership role," said Chancellor
C6rdova. "Her knowledge,
experience and national
leadership in the field of
cultural change and diversi•
ty are well suited to assist
the campus at this critical
time of growth and opportunity."

'
01ce ews

Black
Voice
has
received many letters
from families and inmates
m prison who believe
their sentences are unfair
and that mandatory minimum sentences are too
long and want someone to

draw attention to their
plight. It seems they have
the support of at least one
Supreme Court Justice
Anthony Kennedy who
said while addressing an
American
Bar
Association
that
"resources are being misspent."
Civil rights leaders and
others have long been
speaking about the problem and now Kennedy
may re-open the debate,
especially
with
the
California Three Strikes
Law.

An associated press
report said that Kennedy
favors scrapping the practice of .setting minimum
sentences for some federal crimes.
"Our resources are misspent, our punishments
too severe, our sentences
too Jong, Kennedy told
the annual meeting. "I can
accept neither the necessity nor the wisdom of federal mandatory minimum
sentences. In all too many
cases mandatory minimum
sentences
are
unjust," he said.

Pastor
Raymond
Turner, President of the
Inland Empire pastor's
cooperative,
IECAAC
agrees with the Supreme
Court Justice. "We are
spending too much of our
valuable resources in
incarcerating people. We
are suppose to be the most
civilized nation in the
world yet we have more
of our citizens in prison
than any other nation,"
said Turner.
Many looking at huge
budget deficits are in
See UNFAIR, Page A-4

SCAG·Visits Inland Empire Airports
End result could
mean rr:,ore jobs
for residents
The Black Voice News
INLAND EMPIRE

Members
of
the
Southern
California
Association
of
Government's Aviation
Task
Force
and
Transportation
Committee visited key

locations in the Wand

oard a small pla
local airports throughout the Inland Empire.

the issue of the day.
John
Magnus
of
Hillwood Investments at
San
Bernardino,
International
Airport
(SBIA) reported that one
corporate user, Kohls,
has brought more than
450 jobs to the abandoned Norton Air Force
Base. Through millions
of dollars of private
investments, large companies have added distribution centers throughout Southern California.
Cargo can be moved
easily · between planes,
trains
and
trucks.
Airport officials stated
that cargo ports and
intermodal sites would
bring the much needed
activity to the Inland
Empire's former Air
Force bases. "Currently,
40 percent of all U.S.
Imports are brought in .
through
Southern
California,"
said

RUBIDOUX

By Mary Shelton
A Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department
beputy shot and killed a
Hispanic
man
in
Rubidoux on Aug. 8 and
members of his family
question the department's
version of the tragic incident.
Richard Burrola, 50,
was shot and killed in
front of his house, and
neighbors and family
members including his
mother, father-in-law and
grandson. His_ niece,

Tammy Durado said that
family members have told
her that the deputy, whose
name has not been
released, pepper sprayed
and kicked Burrola down
on the ground. When
Burrola rose up from
where he was lying, the
deputy shot him pointblank three times in the.
chest. When Burrola was
lying on the ground bleeding to death, the deputy
called for backup and then
handcuffed him. Burrola
died at approximately
10: 10 that night at
Riverside
Community
Hospital.
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SAN BERNARDINO

Joseph Guerrera

Rev. Anna Stevens
and her family are
mourning the second
unrelated death of a
family member in just a
-week.
Funer.al
services
were held for her stepson Synnie (Semmie)
Atlas, 59, who d ied
after a short illness last
Thursday.
This
Thursday her six-yearold great- grandson,
Joseph "Jo Jo" Guerrera
will be funeralized . The
fa mily are longtime

members o f St. Paul
A.M.E. Church where
she is a member of ~e
pastoral team.
Atlas attended public
schools
in
San
Bernardi no but was
born in Silver Creek,
Mississippi. H e was a
student at Mt. Vernon
Elementary, F ranklin Jr.
High , (now Martin
Luther King, Jr.) and he
attended
San
Bernardino
Valley
College where he completed a certificate in
R eal Estate. He served
a tour of duty in the
U nited States Army.
B efore uniting with
St Paul A M E in his
later years, ·he attended
New
Jerusalem
COGIC.
Atlas was multi tale nted: he was a Realtor, .
assistant 111anager in the
family dry cleaning
business and worked as
a licensed electrician.
See STEVENS, Page A-4
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Dougall Agan of Sterllng explalns that cargo can be
moved aaslly between planes, trains and trucks through
cargo sites at former Inland Empire Air Force bases.

Dougall
Agan
of
Sterling. Sterling is the
private operator of the
Southern
California
Logistics
Airport

(SCLA), the former site
of George Air Force
Base in Victorville.
By adding more large
See SCAG, Page A-4

Rubidoux Man Killed by Sheriff Deputy
Tb, Black Voia News

Local Family .Loses Two
Members in One Week ·

Actor, Dancer Greg~ry Hines
Dies of Cancer

Empire last week to

learn more about how
they can bring more jobs
to the region. More than
30 people joined the
team to get first hand
information on the
region's airports _a nd
their plans for the next
30 years.
The tour started at
Ontario
International
Airport where the group
boarded two small
planes to visit Southern
California
Logistics
Airport, San Bernardino
International Airport,
Palm
Springs
International Airport,
and March Global Ports
(adjacent to March Air
Reserve Base).
The
group was told about the
expected
expansion
activity and use at each
airport to maintain pace
with the growing population of the Inland
Empire. SCAG projects
that Riverside and San
Bernardino counties will
double in populatior by
the year 2020.
Jobs for the region was

PRE-SORTED STANDARD
U.S. POSTAGE PAID SAN
BERNARDINO, CA .
PERMIT NO. 1942

Durado and other members of her family had
protested on behalf of
Tyisha Miller in 1999 and
now are experiencing a
tragic loss first hand
themselves.
Sgt. Turnier, from the
Jurupa Valley Station
referred all calls regarding
the shooting to the
Riverside main office,
which provided its version
of the shooting.
According to a press
release issued by Sheriff
Bob Doyle's office, a
deputy, who bad five
years experience, was dispatched out to a residence

on Mintem Street m
Rubidoux to handle a
reported incident of
domestic
violence.
Burrola, they said, did not
respond to the deputy's
directives and was armed
with a tire iron and another metal object. He fired a
number of times at
Burrola when he said
Burrola had advanced
towards him and struck
him with a metal object.
After the shooting, both
Burrola and the deputy
were transported to local
hospital for medical assisSee RUBIDOUX, Page A-4

Tony Award winner
Gregory Hines, the tapdancing actor who started
on Broadway and in
movies including "Waiting
to
Exhale,"
"White
Knights," and "Running
Scared," •died this past
Saturday in Los Angeles of
cancer. He was 57.
Hines, won a 1993 Tony
for the musical "Jelly's Last
Jam."
Hines began dancing,
with his older brother,
Maurice, at the age of
three,.under the tutelage of
tap master Henry LeTang.
When Hmes turned five,
the brothers went professional as the Hines Kids,
making nightclub appearances across the country.
Spending a great deal of
time at the Apollo Theater,
they witnessed the performances and gained
advice of tap dance legends
Honi Cole~, Sandman
Sims,
the
Nicholas
Brothers and Teddy Hale,
Gregory's personal source
of inspiration.
He and Maurice grew
into the Hines Brothers,
and when he was 18, they
were joined by their father,
Maurice Sr., • on drums
becoming Hines, Hines and
Dad.
The brothers later performed
together
in
Broadway's "Sophisticated
Ladies" and on fi lm in
1984's ''The Cotton Club."
In "The Cotton Club,"
Hines also had a lead acting role, which led to more
work in film. He starred
with Mikhail Baryshnikov
in 1985's "White Nights" .
and with Billy Crystal in
1986's "Running Scared,"
and he appeared with
Whitney Houston and
Angela Bassett in 19951s

Gregory Hines

"Waiting to Exhale,"
among other movies.
On television, he had his
own sitcom in 1997 called
"The Gregory
Hines
Show," as well as a recurring role on "Will and
Grace." This past March,
he appeared in the spring
television series "Lost at
Home."
Gregory Oliver Hines
was born on February 14,
1946, in New York City. He
has said his mother urged
him and his older brother
toward tap dancing because
she wanted them to have a
way out of the ghetto.
When he was a toddler,
he said, his brother was
already taking tap lessons
and would come home and
teach him steps. They
began performing together
when Hines was five, and
they performed at the
Apollo for two weeks when
he was six. In 1974 they
were cast in the Broadway
musical "The Girl in Pink
Tights," starring French
ballerina Jeanmaire.
"I don't remember not
dancing," Hines said in a
2001 interview with The
Associated Press. "When l
realized I was alive and
these were my parents, and
I could walk and talk, I
could dance."
There was a time, he
See HINES, Page A-4

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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"It's Empow~rment Time"

No On The Recall
The year was 1972 when I got involved in a local recall election
against a city councilman. I was not a part of the recall committee but became a candidate
when approached by the recall
committee. He was being
r ecalled for malfeasance of
duty (illegal acts committed by
a public official). What happens during these public hangings is no one really tells you
the illegal act the person actually committed. Little did I know at the time that most people do
not believe in this aspect of the electoral process unless the elect- ','
ed person has really done something bad. Somet~ng bad like
taking bribes, stealing money, or becoming so arrogant that he
totally ignores the wishes of the people. These are valid reasons
for any of us to participate in the recall process.
Since this whole issue was raised to recall Governor Davis many
Democrats and Republicans have expressed dissatisfaction with
Congressman Issa's approach to overturning the November election. None of the people I talked with are diehard Davis supporters, they just believe he should be allowed to serve out his
term. I agree.
Davis does not have the greatest or wannest personality when
you meet him. He is stiff and methodical in selecting his words
even down to how his hands move. He is not direct with his staff
when it comes to giving direction. However I can say, th~t he met
with the California Black Media Association on several occasions
to discuss issues that were of concern to us. In one setting he had
his appointed secretaries of various departments meet with over
fifteen publishers in Sacramento to discuss issues facing small
Blaclc Media owners. This was very beneficial to us because it
gave us access. We did not get everything we went after but we
did not leave empty handed.
This is one election where you will have to examine your own
conscience to vote for the recall or against the recall based on
your sense of fairness. The one thing I know and that is that
California has a whole heap of millionaires. What happens when
another one decides to spend some of their money because they
don't like the elected official the people elected? It has not even
been one year since we went to the polls. The majority of those
· who voted in November selected Davis. Now we engage in a
recall election that will cost the state over $50 million by people
who probably did not vote in November. It has been stated that
the leading candidate today did not even take the time to vote in
the last five elections. Now we have other wannabe public servants seeking the top position in the most populous state in the
union. Even if any of them are elected in October it will not
change things. I'm not saying that one bas to have certain experience to lead the state, however they should have some kind.of
public servant involvement. Prior to my being elected to the
school board in San Bernardino, I had served on 'many public
commissions, boards and agencies over a period of twenty-five
years. Yet serving in the elected position made me realize public
office responsibility is greater than what you want to do. I had to
see to it that my policies took into consideration people who did
not believe, behave, think, look, act or vote for me." I learned that
every kid doesn't learn the same way while every teacher is not
motivated by the same stimulus. I learned that an elected official
must create an atmosf>here that allows its citizens to reach their
fullest potential within the norms established by the community.
Make sure you know who you are dancing with on this recall
song. Sometimes the tune is sweet while the lyrics leave a lot to
be desired.

FOR THE RECORD

Last week we reported that Deputy Dennis Gutierrez served as a
member of the Riverside Police Department. The correct agency
should have been the Riverside County Sheriff's Department.

For much of the past two weeks,
staff members and friends of the
National Urban League have gathered
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the historic city at the juncture of the
Allegheny, Monongahela; and Ohio
Rivers, to undertake a searching discussion of the both the strengths of
the African-American family and the
challenges it faces.
We have heard'from and conversed
with a voluminous and varied set of
scholars, corporate leaders, community activists, and political leaders
from all levels of the American political structure.
We
were
welcomed
by
Pennsylvania Governor Ed Rendell,
Pittsburgh Mayor Tom Murphy~and
the brilliant leader of our local affiliate, the Urban League of Pittsburgh,
Esther L. Bush.
And as usua,J, we counted ourselves fortunate to have several members of the Congressional Black
Caucus in attendance as speakers or
visitors, including Rep. Elijah E.
Cummings. D-Md; Rep. Artur ~avis,
D-Ala.; and Rep. Kendrick B . Meek,
D-Fla.
We were also pleased to be visited
by both President George W. Bush
and by seven of the politicians who
are seeking the _Democratic nomination next year to campaign against
him.
They were: Carol Moseley
Braun, the former Senator from
Illinois; Howard Dean, the former
Governor of Vermont; Senator John
Edwards, of North Carolina; Rep.
Richard Gephardt, of Missouri; Rep.

Dennis Kucinich, of Ohio; Senator
Joseph Lieberman, of Connecticut;
and the Reverend Al Sharpton.
In multiple ways. it was fitting that
we gathered in Pittsburgh, where the
Urban League had last held.an annual .
conference in 1954, for Pittsburgh
occupies a special place in the timeline of the struggle for equality in
America.
In the 1800s, it was an important
stop for the Underground Railroad.
It's also home to the fifth-oldest
Urban League affiliate in the country,
the Urban League of Pittsburgh having been organized in 1918. And in
the 1960s Pittsburgh was an important departure point for the
Mississippi Frt;edom Rides.
So, it is fitting that we went to
Pittsburgh to mark a new departure
point for the Urban League
Movement.
Forty years ago this summer great
men and women came together in a
time of conflict and controversy to
plan and carry out the historic 1963
March on Washington. They and
those who gathered with them that
day were champions of a fundamentally American idea-that all people
are created equal, and imbued by the
creator with certain inalienable rights
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
This is an idea not only embedded
in our constitution and declaration of
independence, but also engrained in
our hearts and in the very DNA of our
souls.
Forty years later, we can proudly

celebrate the many successes of the
civil rights movement.
But we can also not deny that forty
years later America is paradox of
progress. While the Civil Rights
Movement defeated Jim Crow, and
African Americans are making their
mark in all fields of endeavor, there
still exists an "equality gap" in this
nation.
We must not tolerate these gaps
any longer.
That's why we at the National
Urban League have come to
Pittsburgh to pledge our commitment
to a new movement.
If the 19th century needed a
Freedom Movement _to end Slavery,
and the 20th century needed a Civil
Rights Movement to achieve equal
rights and social justice for African
Americans, then we say this era needs
an Empowerment Movement to close
the equality gap in five critical areas:
in education, economic matters,
health and the quality of life, in issues
of civic engagement, and in civil
rights and racial justice.
The facts of the equality gap-discussed in the various essays of The
State of Black America 2003 the
Urban League published this month,
and in even greater detail during the
seminar-filled days of our conference-vividly demonstrates that,
contrary to superficial appearances
and divisive rhetoric, America still
has much that needs to be done. ·
The empowerment movement is
not a movement of hate and division
but one in which people commit

themselves to finding and implanting
solutions.
And we at the National Urban
League promise•that we will be in the
forefront of that movement.
Our agenda includes establishing
several task forces-a National
Commission on the Black Male, a
Commission on Jobs and the Urban
Economy, and a National AfricanAmerican Wellness Initiative.
And next spring we will hold a legislative an4 policy conference in
Washington, D.C. which will involve
a series of meetings with members of
the Bush Administration and members from both parties in Congress.
These are part of our effort to bring
people together from across the ideological spectrum. We're not, rest
assured, simply going to ~ and talk,
or simply ask others to solve this or
that problem. We will develop ideas
and actions that lead to solutions.
Forty years ago a great generation
of Americans led a movement that
made America's present possible:
Toe task for us, their beneficiaries,
is to marshal the courage and conviction, the fortitude and the fight, the
intelligence and the integrity they displayed to complete their work.

Racial Catch 22 For Bryant
The instant that Eagle County District
Attorney Mark Hulbert announced that
he would file charges of sexual assault
against Los Angeles Lakers superstar
Kobe Bryant, Bryant's defense attorneys strongly hinted that they might
seek a change of venue to Denver
County. Though they did not mention
Bryant's race, or the race of his alleged
victim, who many assume is White, as
a reason to ask for a possible change,
race lurked just beneath the surface. He
will be prosecuted in Eagle County by
a White DA, and likely tried before a
White judge, and an all White jury will
likely decide his fate.
According to Census figures, Eagle
County has only 140 Blacks in a population of more than 40,000. In 1996, the
county came under harsh racial glare
when a judge ruled that the Eagle
County sheriff's deP,artment engaged in
what it called "racist" pretexts to stop
hundreds of Black and Latino motorists
on drug searches. The county shelled
out nearly $1 million to Black plaintiffs
to settle the suit. But the sheriff's
department still defended the practice.
The defense fears if race becomes, or
is made a factor in a trial there, it could
stir latent stereotypes of young Black
males as violent-prone sexual predators. This would trump Bryant's wealth,
fame, superstar aura, and an 0 .J.
Simpson type dream defense team. He
has publicly admitted that he conunjtted adultery, and that he lied when he
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increase, the conviction rate for Black
defendants drop. Blacks tend to be
much more skeptical of police testimony.
But Bryant is also in peril of being
convicted even if White jurors don't
perceive race as an issue in his trial. In
two separate studies in 1998 and 2001,
the University of Michigan conducted a
series of mock tnals with Black and
initially claimed that he had done no - 'Wbi e j ror . In tho shuiitions where
w:~thg.
.
.
the defendant was Black and the victim
t
two gapmg character strikes White, the White mock jurors were far
already against him, it wouldn't take more willing to convict the Black
much of a leap of imagination for some defendant if race was not a trial issue.
jurors to think that he is also capable of Ironically, in one scenario, the mock
committing a violent act against a crime involved an assault by a Black
White woman.
basketball player on a White. In anothIn racially charged trials, a presump- er scenario, the Black defendant
tion is that White jurors are so blinded assaulted his White girlfriend.
by racial bigotry that they will always
The race blindness of many White
vote to convict Blacks. A IO-year study jurors toward Black defendants is
by The Capitol Jury Project on juror almost certainly a fall-out from the
tacial attitudes seemingly confirmed Rodney King beating trial in 1992. The
this notion. In interviews with more jury with no Blacks that acquitted the
than 1000 jurors in 14 states, it found four White LAPD officers that beat
that White jurors were far more willing Black motorist Rodney King of most of
to believe the testimony of police, and the charges seemingly confmned the
prosecution witnesses than the testimougly suspicion that White jurors can
ny of Black defendants and witnesses.
never be objective toward Blacks even
Countless other studi~s have also when they are the victims of abuse. The
shown that White jurors are more prone orgy of looting and burning that folto convict Black than White defen- lowed the verdict, and the national
dants. If the defendant is Black, and the angst over a criminal justice system
victim is White, the likelihood is hopelessly tainted by racism, made
greater still of a conviction. However, many Whites sensitive to the issue of
when the number of Blacks on a jury race in criminal cases. They do not

want to be perceived as bigots, but
rather as capable of being fair and
impartial toward Black defendants.
With the national spotlight on the
Bryant case,' jurors in a possible trial
will be under even more intense scrutiny to be fair, and will expect the prosecutors to prove their case beyond any
standard of doubt.
For their part, prosecutors will do
everything possible 'to insure that, ra
is not a factor in the trial. They' will
argue that it's strictly a case of a rich,
powerful, superstar athlete abusing a
naive, and unsuspecting young woman.
They will fight hard to keep the statements made by the victim and Bryant
sealed to prevent juror bias. This doesn't mean that race could not be a factor.
Bryant is still a Black defendant,
although a much-celebrated one
accused of a serious felony. lf a predominantly or all-White jury in Eagle
convicts Bryant, it won' t be because the
jurors were out to nail a Black. They
will convict because they believed he
C<?IIllll\tted the crime. A conviction,
whether race is or isn't a factor, is the
catch 22 for Bryant.
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is an author
and political analyst. Visit his news and
opinion website: www.thehutchinsonreport.com He is the author of The Crisis
in Black and Black (Middle Passage
Press).
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New slave group arrivals to the
Americas were designated by
countries of origin -- Guinea
Negro, Congo Negro, Gambia
Negro, Gullah Negro. To put
slave buyers on notice, African
"Congo" alone, and "Guinea"
were used loosely to signify the
more valuable because they
spoke Pidgin English; "New
Negro" and "salt-water Negro" - for those who did not.
Throughout subsequent history,
both "Negro" (Spanish) and
"Black" (Portuguese) were
applied periodically to persons of
African descent.
In correct
English, both "Black" and
"White" ·should be lower cased
. because they are designations
based on color. However, to give
offense and to keep reinforcing a
"minority" subordinate status,
Whites used "Negro" with a
lower case even though correct
English says designations based
on race -- e.g. "Negro" or
African-American -- are to be

upper cased. Incidentally, today, by her at the time of her marmany writers upper case riage. Descriptive n;unes for
"Blacks" and lower case White; · dwellings included: "Negro
even though the practice is house or hut or cabin." "Negro
inconsistent, in order not to give kitchen" was the kitchen in
offense.
which food for slaves was preOnce settled on the plantation, pared. Such terms ·as Negro
the slave became a "fiefd" or boots and shoes- and cotton and
"hoe" or "house" Negro -- cloth (also called 'jJlains" -- usualthough "Plantation Negro" was ally blue for house slaves and
the general term. The words white for field slaves) described
:'slave" and "servanf' were often · the special clothes. Some clothused interchangeably because at ing was made up on the plantafirst, in the 17th century, White tion out of gunny sacks or
indentured servants worked "crows" (large sacks made from
alongside the slaves. Hence, to loosely woven coarse material
make distinctions, "Negro" was such as burlap bags that rice or
put into word combinations -- potatoes
are
put
into).
like "Negro quarters" -- for a Punishment tc;rms included catcentury before it was more com- hauling "painful and prolonged
mon to say "slave quarters." The rough questioning" and man"house gang" worked in the drover "cruel people who roundvicinity of the plantation owner's ed up any Black person for
home while the "house Negro" enslavement."
worked inside . the home.
Pidgin English learned from
Attractive
female
"house the "Southern gentleman" and
Negroes" often bore some of the from the less educated dialects of
slave masters children -- called White overseers served "okay" at
"Mulatto" or "Mulattoes." Those the beginning but was inadequate
children who were very light- for the next generation of slaves.
skinned were "White Negroes" or Since their native tongues were
"Albinos." A "dower Negro" was useless for communicating with
one given to a White bride as part most of their fellow slaves, each
of her dowry or that was owned of whom had different native

tongues, African languages were
largely lost. A new and more
expansive language emerged to
serve the many functions of any
language -- to communicate
thoughts and feelings about food
and mealtime, intimacy and sexual activities, bodily functions,
story telling and songs, gossiping
and rumors, methods for surviving without resorting to selfdefense, and concepts about .the
White's man Christian religion
(which most slave owners considered their duty to impose on
their slaves). As it turned out,
although many slaves were
brainwashed into accepting the
religious hypocrisy and the
White man's declaration of what
God said (how would Whites
know that .beyond simply claiming it to be true?), some slaves
extracted more from Christianity
that their masters would have
suspected. The reason is that
there is a good deal of subver;sive
talk in the Bible about people liberating themselves from slavery,
smiting the oppressor, and so on.
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D

I ,
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Fixing Black Healthcare in San Bernardino County
diabetes, sexually transmitted
infections, and TB control.
Assisting with the creation of a
county health department in
Montgomery
County
Pennsylvania.
Managing several Community
Health Centers in Norristown,
Pottstown,
Reading,
and
Philadelphia, Pen_nsylvania, as
well as directing community
outreach efforts to disadvantaged populations in Alabama,
Texas; and Indiana.
A Dr.PH. Candidate at Loma
Linda University, her doctoral
studies are focused on the development of primary prevention
systems and public health policy
analysis.
,The community is invited and
encouraged .to attend the first
planning meeting at th~ New
Hope Family Life Center (formerly the Public Enterprise
Center) at 1505 W. Highland
Avenue in San Bernardino on
Friday, August 22, from 8:00 am
- 10:00 am.
Please call Carl Dameron at
(909) 888-2500 to reserve your
place for this important community meeting.

The Black Voice News
INLAND EMPIRE

The African-American Health
Initiative
(AAHI)
recently
received a grant . from the
California Endowment to identify, assess, and implement culturally specific strategies for the
prevention and treatment of
hypertension and heart disease,
HIV/AIDS, prostate and breast
cancers for
the African- ·
American population in San
Bernardino County.
There will be a planning meeting to address how the Black
community can work to create a
plan that will improve the health
and well being in this county to
be held at New Hope Family
Life Center (formerly the Public
Enterprise Center) at 1505 W.
Highland Avenue in San
Bernardino on Friday, August
22, from 8:00 am - 10:00 am.
According to the grant, the
AAHI has been asked to:
. Identify all current prevention
and treatment services, programs
and providers relative to heart
disease,, high blood pressure,
breast/prostate cancers, and
HIV/AIDS.
Interview
300
African
American residents for their
opinions of the healthcare system and how it can be improved.
Identify best practices and programs that will help AfricanAmerican health problems.
Draft a comprehensive strategic plan based on the results of
findings.

Members of the African American Health Initiative (from left to right): Eric Frykman MD, IWIN President; Nabil Razzouk PhD; Olivia Swift-Ford, RN; AAHI
Director, Sam Wilson, MD; AAHI Health Planning Project Coordinator V. Diane Woods, MSN, RN; Anthony Thomas, MHA; AAHI Project Coordinator Cherry
Houston, PhD; and Linda Stratton, Executive Director Inland Wellness Information Network. Additional board members Bruce Satzger, San Bernardino

Community Hospital President and Al Twine Field Representative for Fifth District Supervisor Jerry Eaves are not shown.

Conduct three public forums
for community comments on the
comprehensive plan before final
report.
Develop a comprehensive
plan, with community recommendations, to improve preventive and treatment services provided by hospitals, clinics, doctors' offices, the San Bernardino

•,i.,:J,,

~,.Wat~, A~rQ~Jcs ,,~.,Good .Ear
j'

Dear Dr. Levister: Last week we
celebrated our 50th anniversary.
We both have moderate arthritis
and see our doctor regularly. Our
children gave us a year pass for
water aerobics at the YMCA. They
say this exercise is good for aching
muscles and joints. Is it safe for
seniors and non-swimmers?
Burt and Wilma
Dear Burt and Wilma: If you are
in generally good health and get
regular medical checkups JUMP
IN! Swimming is not the only
form of exercise drawing people
into the water these hot summer

County Department of Health
and other healthcare providers.
A Black certified public health
nurse, V. Diane Woods, M.S.N.,
R.N, will head the planning project. She has worked in healthcare administration for over 30
years. Some of her achievements
include:
Director
of
the

.. : Seniors

day$. Water aerobics offer a long
list of benefits for seniors, people
recovering from hip or leg injury,
pregnant or obese people.
Aquatic exercise is fun and can
provide excellent fitness benefits
without putting stress on joints and
muscles. The water 's 'cushioning,
supportive effect and buoyancy is
ideal for low impact exercise in
that it effectively reduces a person's weight by about 90 percent.
For example when a 150-pound
man is submerged up to bis neck in
water, his lower limbs have to support only 15 pounds -- which
means that ligaments and joints
receive substantially less stress
during a workout.
Most studies show that as an aerobic activity, running in water is on
par with running on land, or slight-

II

VllLIIIIJ,
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ly less strenuous. (Walking in
water, however, is more deman~ing than regular walking because
of water resistance). The most
basic type of water aerobics is jogging back and forth across the pool
in chest or waist deep water, or running in place while treading water
at the deep end. All you do is exaggerate the normal running movements by lifting your knees high
and pumping your arms back and
forth.
For swimmers, less conventional
water aerobics can add variety to
their time in the pool. Even for
non-swimmers, water workouts
can provide a good fitness routine.
You can use a flotation vest to keep
you upright as you ni'n in deep
water. By wearing a vest, you can
concentrate on moving your limbs

Coachella Valley Student Chosen for Science Expedition to Panama
The Black Voice N ews

COACHELLA

Melissa Cordova of Indio, an
eighth grader at John Glenn Middle
School of International Studies in
Indio, has been chosen from thousands of students worldwide to join
an elite team .of researchers on an
expedition to Panama.
Sponsored by California State
University,. San Bernardino's Palm
Desert Campus in Palm Desert,
Calif., and selected for her strong
leadership skills and passion for
learning, Cordova will travel to
· Panama
with
the 'JASON
Foundation for Education, an expedition-based science and math program for grades 4-9.
JASON travels to an exotic location each year and broadcasts live,
via satellite and the Internet, to over
a miUion participating JASON students worldwide. John Glenn
Middle School students and other
participating students will be able to
share Cordova's discoveries in real
time through a satellite uplink at
CSUSB's Pahn Desert ~ampus PIN
Site. Throughout the expedition,
JASON students will model the
work of the research team in class,
on the Internet and in the field using
inquiry-based lessons and exercises.
Cordova was selected as one of
only 22 "student argonauts" from

around the world for JASON XV:
Rainforests at the Crossroads journey. She will accompany top-notch
scientists and teachers on the expedition team as they explore
Panama's tropical rainforest ecosystems, its geological and human history and its regional culture to
examine the various technologies
and techniques used in real scientific research.
"I was very excited to learn that I
was a part of the program," Melissa
said. "I am looking forward to staying in Panama for a week and meeting other students who are as jnterested as I am in learning. I am excited about seeing Dr. Robert Ballard
again."
'
Melissa, 13, is entering the eighth
grade at John Glenn Middle School
in the Desert Sands Unified School
District. She attended elementary
school at the Washington Charter
Elementary School in Indio. Her
favorite subjects are language arts,
science and AVID (Advancement
via Individual Determination). She
has sung in a choir since second
grade, plays the piano and is a
member of the Spirit Club at John
Glenn.
In preparation for her role as a
"student argonaut," Cordova will
complete assignments, conduct
experiments and become acquainted with other members of the expedition team through phone and

online conversations.
The "student argonaut" application process consists of essay questions, a summary of past JASON
classroom experience and faculty
recommendations. Candidates must
demonstrate an ability to work as
team players and an enthusiasm for
long hours of activity.
Cordova will work with NASA .
researchers, accessing data from
NASA's Terra and Aqua satellites to
examine the various rainforest
ecosystems.
JASON is working collaboratively with institutions such as The
Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute (STRI), NASA, NOAA,
The National Geographic- Society,
the Panamanian Government and
colleges and universities across the
globe to provide comprehensive
research, management, conservation and educational programs
about this region.
Visit www.jason.org to follow
Cordova as she studies Panama's
r!1inforests and Canal and prepares
for her adventure as a "student argonaut." For more information on the
JASON in your area, call Tootie
Killingsworth, assistant dean of
CSUSB's Palm Desert Campus, at
341 -2883
x
8108
or
tootie @csusb.edu, or Dr. Jan
Woerner, professor, at 341-2883 x
811 6 or jwoerner@csusb.edu.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Division of Adult Health and
Chronic Disease Prevention and
division of STD and TB Control
where she oversaw a $23 million
budget.
Working with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC),
Chronic
Disease
Directors in developing national

plans for coronary heart disease,

·•·· · Coast
eless

through their full range of motion
a~ a constant speed. Peyjces . su,ch
as fins, paddles and inflatable mitts
can , help strengthen your upper
body or legs by enlarging the surface area you push or pull through
the water. These devices are often
made available during group workouts such. as those at the YMCA.
They can also be purchased at
swim shops, sporting good stores
and many department stores.
When exercising in water, make
sure its temperature is comfortable,
usually eighty-two to eighty-six
degrees Fahrenheit. If it's too hot,
you could become weak or even
pass out; if too cool, it may cause
pain in stiff or arthritic joints. If
you have diabetes you need to. be
extra careful. Discuss water aerobics with your personal physician
before you start.

Dr. Levister welcomes reader
mail concerning their body but
regrets that he is not able to answer
individual letters. Your letters will
be incorporated into the column as
space permits. You may direct your
letters to Dr. Levister in care of
Black Voice News, P.O. Box· 1581,
Riverside, CA 92502. For more
information about your Black
health visit African American
Health Network at www.aahn.com.
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UNFAIR
Continued from Front Page

agreement. But Kennedy is at odds
with Attorney General John
Ashcroft, who wants prosecutors to
closely monitor which judges
impose more lenient sentences than
federal guidelines recommend.
Critics say his recommended oversight could limit judicial independence, says the Associated Press
article.
Kennedy does feel the need for
some federal sentencing guidelines.
"The federal sentencing guidelines
should be revised downward," said
Kennedy. Turner agrees·, "we want
people to serve their terms but
Three Strikes, doesn't serv~ a purpose. No criminal ever plans on
being caught." , He also asks what
happens to them while they are
incarcerated? ''They are not being
rehabilitated and,when they get out
they are in worse shape than when
they went in. Prisons are only being
used for punishment. They need
rehabilitation," said Turner. Turner
realizes that the federal system is
different from the state system but
feels that the entire prison issue is
bogging the country down. Turner
is so committed to this position that
he and the IECAAC have instituted
a local program to clear up some
traffic tickets and minor misdemeanor violations.
The Community Plea Program
gives citizens the ability to clean

STEVENS
Continued from Front Page

His cordial greeting and
pleasant disposition will be
missed by all who knew him.
Meanwhile, a large loving
family is supporting Arlene
Nolan and Joseph Guerrera
mother and father of "Jo Jo"
Nolan is a granddaughter of
Stevens. Jo Jo was a fun loving

RUBIDOUX
Continued from Front Page

tance. The deputy was treated and
released for undisclosed injuries,
but Burrola died of his injuries in
less than an hour.
The Jurupa Valley Station of the
Sheriff's Department has been the
subject of controversy in recent
months.
On July 4, Deputy Sheriff James
Reynolds, who worked at the station, was arrested and charged with

HINES
Continued from Front Page

said, when he didn't want to dance.
He was in his mid-20s, "a hippie" in
a brief moment of rebellion, he said
in 2001.
'
"I felt that I didn't want to be in
show business anymore. I felt that I
wanted to be a farmer," he said with a
laugh. Invited to work on a farm in
upstate New York, he quickly learned
a lesson. Beginning before dawn, "I
was milking cows and shoveling terrible stuff and working all day. By the
end of the day all I wanted was my
tap shoes - I thought, ' What am I
doing? I better get back where I
belong on the stage where we work at
night and can sleep late!"'
Hines had a falling out with his
older brother in the late 1960s
because the younger was becoming
influenced by counter-culture and
wanted to perform to rock music and
write his songs. In 1973, the family
act disbanded and Hines moved to
Venice Beach.
•I was going through a lot of
changes,"· Hines told the Washington
P<;>st in 1981. "Marriage. We'd just
had a child. Divorce. I was finding
myself."
He returned to New York in 1978,
partly to be near his daughter, Daria,
who was living with Hines' first wife,
dance therapist Patricia Panella. His
brother, with whom he had recon- ·
ciled, told him about an audition for
the Broadway-bound "The Last
Mj.nstrel Show." He got the part, but
the show opened and closed in
Philadelphia.
Hines landed his first film role in
the 1981 Mel Brooks comedy
"History of the World Part I," in
which he played a Roman slave as a
last-minute replacement for Richard
Pryor.
Hines' has been nominated for a
number of Emmy Awards, most
recently in 2001 for his lead role in
the mini-series "Bojangles." His PBS
special "Gregory Hines: Tap Dance
in America" was nominated in 1989,
and in 1982 he was nominated for his
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the slate and gives the District citations o r have minor misdeAttorney's office and the Public meanors are invited io Temple
Defender's office a ·chance to free Baptist, this is not an immigration
up some of their backlogged cases. sting or anything that will put you
"They need to deal with the serious in jail. It is a chance to resolve your
cases," said Turner. The program case and clear outstanding warrants
works as an amnesty opportunity. without the fear of going to jail.
Only 30 cases a month will be These people can' t get driver 's
taken. Tickets must have been licenses, can't get a job, they are
issued in San Bernardino, Colton, hiding and they need to be producHighland, Muscoy or Loma Linda tive citizens," said Turner.
to qualify. Offenders are asked to
Justice Kennedy voted with the
bring the ticket or their birthdate, Supreme Court majority this year
and they run a check on the infor- to uphold California's toughest law
mation to see if a citizen qualifies. mandating 25 year minimum
The first meeting will be held on prison terms for three time felons,
Monday, August 18, at Temple but he argued the ABA to consider
Baptist Church 1583 Union Ave. in working on a repeal of mandatory
San Bernardino. The DA and the minimum sentence laws and to
Public Defender will meet to work consider working to extend parout an agreement that will be taken dons for state and federal prisoners
to a judge who has already agreep serving harsh terms. But he is quick
to give this program a chance. The to say, "the court on which I sit and
church will then administer .the other courts have upheld long sencommunity service work. Much of tences, but please remember
the work will help senior citizens because a court ha said something
that need it.
is permissible does not mean it is
Ashcroft wants judges who do wise," said Kennedy.
According to AP, Kennedy a ked
not meet the guidelines to be
reported to his office by prosecu- lawyers to think about the consetors. This judge is going out on a quences of the current prison syslimb to solve this crisis in the com- tem, including what he called its
munity, said Turner. "The judge "remarkable scale" of about 2.1
didn't want to do it until he found million people behind bars nationout the DA and Public Defender's wide and the fact that about 40 peroffice is enthusiastically supporting cent of the prison population is
it," he explained.
Michael Black. "Out of sight out of mind is
Martinez, Deputy District Attorney not acceptable for any part of our
wa unavailable for comment.
justice system," reported the wire
"People who have gotten traffic service.
beautiful child who has had
chronic asthma all of his life. He
did not recover from the last
attack Tuesday, August 5, 2003.
Left to mourn the death of
Atlas was his companion of 27
years Bonnie Gooden, sons:
Dale Maurice, stepson Anthony
Gooden. Synne Atlas, Jr preceded him in death. Daughters,
Monique
Donaldson,
and
Chevon Atlas, stepmother Rev.

Anna Atlas Stevens, eight brothers: Edgar L. of Salinas, Edward
of Stockton, Johnny, Albert,
Pres ton, Billie, of Rialto,
Marvin of Wichita Falls TX,
Allie Stevens, Jr. of Colton; four
sisters: Bobbi Fowler, E dna
Wright, of San Bernardino, Sara
Kelly of Gary Indiana, Darlene
Atlas-Carter of Highland, 6
grandchildren and a host of
other relatives and friends.

possession of a controlled substance, methamphetan1ine and for
destroying evidence, following an
investigation that began a month
earlier. Four other deputies were
placed on paid administrative leave
until the department completes an
investigation in relation to whether
they had any knowledge of
Reynolds' activities. The Black
Voi ce News discovered recently
that one of those deputies, Gary
Colbert, had been involved in the
beating of Dr. Ronald K. Bailey,
while assigned at the Moreno

Valley Police Department. Last
month, a jury in U.S. District Court
awarded Bailey $235,000 in damages in relation to a law suit stemming from that incident.
The release stated that the department has initiated both administrative and criminal inve tigations into
the hooting as is tandard in these
situation . The Central Homicide
Unit is conducting the criminal
investigation along with the Cotinty
Coroner's office, which is affiliated
with the Sheriff Department.

performance in "I Love Liberty," a
variety special saluting America.
He also won a Daytime Emmy
Award in 1999 for his work as the
voice of "Big Bill" in the Bill Cosby

animated TV series "Little Bill" and
NAACP
Image
Awards
for
"Bojangles" and "Running Scared."

SCAG
Continued from Front Page

Barry Griffith, Associate Director of
Aviation

the site and operators are negotiating new contracts.
The Inland Empire Economic
Partnership invited elected officials from Los Angeles and
Orange Counties to participate in
an effort to educate SCAG members on Inland Empire opportunities. Participating SCAG members vote on transportation infrastructures affecting the region's
highways, economy, good movement artd commute.
·

Phil Rizzo, Joint Powers Authority
for March Air Reserve Base.

distribution sites to the Inland
Empire, Riverside and San
Bernardino counties benefit from
the additional jobs added to the
local economy. Through the use
of rail and airfreight connections,
truck traffic to and from Los
Angeles and Orange counties is
predicted to decrease.
The
expected result would reduce
commute times for local commuters and lower the number of
diesel truck polluting the basin.
Phillips Consumer Electronics
has chose March Global Ports for
its large distribution center
because of its ideal location within the growing West Coast market. The State of California
Department of Forestry is developing a regional base for their fire
attack squadron.
Rick Bishop of Western
Riverside
Council
of
Governments said, "it only makes
sense that as the future population
center of southern California
shifts east, so should our planning
efforts for accommodating future
airport passenger and cargo
demand."
Passenger use is expected to
grow at SBIA to approximately
2.5 million annual passengers by
2030. Currently, several private
air passenger companies utilize
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Churches & Ministers Leading Way for Growt~ '.:
tutions have lost their way and Church in Jamaica, has helped to school and nurustries comprise
"Our time to do this was 20 fit," says Butts. "You can't tell a
NEW YORK
an
825-person
workforce,
makyears
ago," he says. "When oth- White person that they can' t
become complacent in revitaliz- build an empire of sorts. During
ing the places where their parish- Flake's 23-year pastorate, Allen ing it one of the Borough of ers come in and want to invest in move into Harlem. They can live
Part II of II Part Series
ioners live and worship, the suc- has become one of the nation's Queens' three. largest private- our community, suddenly we anywhere they can afford to
cess of these development cor- foremost Christian churches and . sector employers.
want to get in on the action. A lot live."
By Jamal E. Watson
Despite the gains made by the of this takes education."
Special to the NNPA from The porations indicates a renewed nonprofit . corporations. The
commitment to community sta- church's annual operating budg- religious community, some
And he argues that Blacks, Gospel Musical Drama
Amsterdam News
bilization.
et of $27 million, expansive argue that the churches them- who have fought long and hard Hosted by 2nd Baptist
"Why should we have these commercial and residential selves, in pushing this develop- to gain the right 'to be able to live
"We [the. church] have always
Second Baptist Church Rev.
been the leaders in our commu- people who don't know our development, 500-student pri- ment, are merely clearing the wherever they choose, should
Nathan
Smith Scholarship
nity," she says, adding that Black community come in to develop vate school, and various com- way for middle-class Whites to not try to restrict Whites moving
Ministry
and the Praada
churches were instrumental in our community?" asks Gertrude mercial and social service enter- move into Black neighborhoods, into traditionally Bl.a ck neighProductions will present The
helping to form some of the Tisby, 57, a resident of prises, have placed it among the ultimately changing its racial borhoods like Harlem.
"We have some Black folks African American Woman The
country's historically Black col- Brooklyn's East New York nation's most productive reli- make-up.
neighborhood. "The same work gious and urban-development
To that concern, Butts offers a who live in Tribeca, Chelsea, Journey A Gospel Musical
leges and universities.
Butts says the church has a can really be done by our reli- ipstitutions. The 11 corporations, pointed response: Blacks should Inwood, the Upper . West Side. Drama on August 16, 2003
if
these
African- beginning at 6:00 p.m. Second
responsibility to be involved in gious organizations like the church administrative offices, invest in their own communities. What
Americans were told that .they Baptist Church is located at
the "political, educational, and church. lbey know the issues
NAACP
Youth
&
College
Division
to
were not welcome because the 2911 Ninth Street, Riverside.
social cohesion and economic that we face."
neighborhoods that they wanted
Just a few blocks from where
stabili?7 of our communities.
Host Outreach -Community Forum
Tisby
lives,
Rev.
Johnny
Ray
to
move in were historically
"From the point of view of
ing them and listen to the probThe Black Voice News
Italian? Blacks would have a
pure economics, the church was Youngblood, pastor of St. Paul's
SAN BERNARDINO
lems they are facing in order to
the first place Africans in Church, has been active for more
NAACP Youth & College fight for the improvement of
America pooled their resources than two decades in helping to
Division will be holding its their quality of life," stated
to accomplish something," he restore one of the city's more
Outreach Community Forum on Corey Jackson, past president of
We Don1t Do Chorch
economically r,ivaged neighborsays.
Rialto/Fontana
Youth
Thursday, August 21st from the
We Do Ministry
At a time when some have hoods. Youngblood is one of the
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at the Council and State President of
argued that Black religious insti- organizers of the East Brooklyn
Carousel Mall for members of the NAACP Youth & College
Services
Congregations, a collection of
the community to hear about the Division. It is the belief of the
churches that have organized
Sunday
8:00am
Hour of Power
Civil Rights and Civil Liberties NAACP Youth that a greater
development m1t1at1ves in
Sunday
10:30am Worship/Celebration
they may or may not be losing emphasis rriust be made in
Brooklyn. Youngblood is creditTuesday 7:00pm
Bible Study
and to have a chance to file com- regards to raising the conscious34111 Pasllr ad WlfeAnllilersarJ
ed with spearheading the
The Macedonia Church Family
plaints with the NAACP regard- ness and understanding of our
Thursday 11 :00am Bible Study
Nehemiah Housing Project,
will be celebrating their Pastor aJ1d
ing issues such as Housing, community in order to empower
which to date has constructed
Wife 34th Anniversary, beginning
Education, Police Misconduct, them to improve the quality of
about 2,500 owner-occupied sinSul'lday, August 17, 2003 at 3:30
life for themselves, their friends,
and Discrimination.
1808 CommPrn··rr hir w~..; I, Sl11!c• 0 S.m 8Prn.Hdrr1n, CA 924 C•8
p.m., then continuing Friday, August
gle-family homes in three of the
and
family.
"We
want
to
educate
our
com22, 2003 at 7:30 p.m. and then culmi909 .890.1420
most devastated communities in
nating Sunday, August 24th at 3:30
munity about the issues affectBrooklyn,
p.m.
according
to
Pastor Charles Simpson is the oldGRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECULA VALLEY
IIARVFST
LITrLE ZION MlssIONARY BAYfIST CHURCH
church officials.
est pastor of the same church in the
African Me1hodist Episcopal Church
2276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92411
with
Inland Empire.
Even in other
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590
(909) 887-2813
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
The church is located at 2042
boroughs such
Website: graceoftemeculavallyamechurch.org
Heard on
Sun
North State Street, San Bernardino,
as
Queens, Holy of Holies Prayer Hour
9:00 a.m.
KPRO Inspirational Radio
California. For more information
Wlwsever will. fer him come.'
Education
11 :00a.m.
1570AM Daily 5 :00 PM
church leaders Sunday
contact Howard Caldwell at (909)
"A ll are Welcome"
Morning Worship
11 :15 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
like • the Rev.
Mon.
885-7881.
Sunday Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
- - Community Services - 6:00 • 8:00 p.m.
Youth Ministry
Floyd
Flake,
. Wednesday Night Live Bible Study 7:30 p. m.
Tues.
, Revivals • Guest Speaker ,
I
6:30
8:30
p.m.
I
School
of
Ministry
pastor
of
the
·
I faslillll Sllow at Ille Dal
Wedding • Christian Counseling
OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
Wed.
Virtuous Women Ministry and
Allen African Women's Mini ~try
Funerals • Veterans Service
Bro. James Moore
"To enjoy God together and share Him with Rev. Larry E. Campbell
6:30 • 8:00 p.m. Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Paator
Others"
Pastor
W.0.V. invite the publjc to join them
12:00 noon
Call 909-943-2236
Methodist Men's Ministry (1st Sat.)
Music Ministry
TBD
,. ,in the celebration of Jesus Christ, in a
Episcopal
fashion show extravaganza on Augusr
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship
Straight From The Bible Ministries
The Black Voice News
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Religious Brief

THE

23, 2003 at Shandin Hills Golf Club,
3380 Little Mountain Drive in San
Bernardino from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00

/l<!JUSE 0F P/lAYE'R

51 O West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
E-Mail: Imanitc@gte.net

'REF<!J'R).{A TI0N CHURCH

;p,.m.
The theme is "God's Suited
:Woman," Proverbs 31:25 -- Strength
and honom are her clothing; and sJ>,e
,sball rejoice Jn time to come.'' Elder
;Sonia Jackson from Little Zion
:~sionary Baptist Church will be
,the speaker. There will be' a buffet,
'tnen, womep., and children fashions.
.T his event is 1n support of Pastor
:Victor L. Mayo, Sr., 4th Pastor
,Apprecia~on, September 28. 2003 ,at

l4;00 {'.lll.,

'

Tickets' are $25.00 in advance and
'.$30 .at tbe door. .Please RSVP by
~ugust 10, 7003. To reserve your
'tickets or for more informaiion,
:please contact one of' the following
wi~inbers: ¥:ioist~t;Tina J!enderson at
1(909) 938-9650,

Beatrice
ifhompson at (909) 756-0700 011

'Little

/2813.

Sister

Zion M.B.G- at (909) 887-~
. . . .

BVN online
blackvoicenews.com

MINisTRIF.S

Invite; You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill
School 24455 Old Country Rd., Moreno Valley on
Sundays 10:30a.m. thru 12:30p.m.
Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas

Sunday 10 a.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.

New Light Missionary Baptist Church
is looking for spirit filled musicians
Organist
Guitarist
Drummer
Please contact Dr. Felix Carter, Jr. •
Pastor
New Light Missionary Baptist Church
909-243-8443

Pastor Andre &
Glendalee
Jackson

Rev. Jelani Kafela

MUSICIANS WANTED

£ife Church Of God In Christ
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free No. (877) 684-Life - Fax No. (909) 684-81 17
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org

Order of Services

Church Motto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD.
EXPECT GREAT THTNGS FROM GOD!

"Celebrating 16 Years of Minis11y"

BVN online
blackvoicenews.com

Pastor Ron and LaVett~
Gibson

9:30 a.m.
Sun. School
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6:45 p.m.
We d. Bible Study
7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Plan Now to Attend!
8th ANNUAL KOINONIACONFERENCE ~ July 30, 31, and August I, 2003 at the
Riverside Convention Center with Guest Speakers: Pastor Paula White, Bishop Paul
Morton, Dr. Frederick K. C. Price, Pastor Sheryl Brady, & More!
CaIJ to receive a brochure.

SUNDAY

ORD

WEDNESDAY

LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEM Y (Preschool through 3rd Grade)~ CaH (909) 684-3639 to register and for more info.
Our '"LIVING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY"' te levision broadcast airs weekly on DirecTV-The Word Network PST

every Sunday-2:30pm, and Tuesday-2pm and on The Church Channel on Snturday at 6:30pm.
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting with a cutting edge me~sagc for all!
Come to £ if, ~ IT WILL CHANGE YOu'Rs!

Pastor L. Sykes, J r.
Mrs. Karen J. Sykes

Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10: 15 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.
CRO SSWORD C HR IS TIAN FELLOW S HIP C HURCH T"'

Your Choice

. This week

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

presents

is a biblically-based church that

Ph: 909/275-8085 • crosswordcfc@earthlink.net • www.crosswordchUich.org

9:30AM
11 :OOAM
7:00PM

West Coast Faith Center International

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

Wednesday Night Service at 7:00 p.m.
Miracle Friday Service
• Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Services at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00
a.m.
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo
Dollar. If you love World Changing you
will love West Coast Faith Center. ·

LARRAINIA
GOODLOE
Evangelist • Motivational Speaker
Singer• Songwriter • Composer
19510 Va n Bure n Bl F-3
#199
Rive rs ide, CA 92508
Sadikiproduction@ao l.com

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

is personal, practical and purposeful.

Schedule of Wurship Service

Church of

,., •

(Every Js, and 3rd)

L. Sykes, Jr. , Senior Pastor/feacher
Worship Location: Rivera Elementary School
20440 Red Poppy Lane, Riverside, California 92508
(Cross Streets: Van Buren and Coyote Bush)
Mailing Address: 23 1 E. Alessandro Blvd., #A377
Riverside, California 92508
Phone: 909/275-8085 crosswordcfc@earthlink.net

,I

7:00pm
WORSHIP SERVICES: 8am, 9:45am, 11:30am, 6pm
BIBLE STUDY:
CHILDREN' S CHURCH: 9:45 A.M.
(Classes for all Ages)
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON (aka Youth Church) FRIDAY
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm.
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm

CHRISTIAN CHURCH™

(909) 381-2662

-

For more info call 909-420-4184

remember the Cross ... focus on the Wort£™

1024 N. "G" Street• San B

-

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Valle y • Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome

317 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 683-2840

ROSS

Visit the

• I

A Ministry of Excellence

Sunday 9:00 · 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

909680 -204-Lf.

.j

Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7 :15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm

Service Schedule
Masterlife Institute
Worship Service
lmani VIiiage
Childrens Church
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

,t

Ph:
Fax:

909-318-6052
909-653-0063

Pastors Leland and
Rhonda Wesson

11 285 S. State Street (Diamond
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet
For information call (909) 658-4680
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across Am erica Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 M idnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval @AOL.com
Leroilacey @AOL.com

(909) 688-1570
>
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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Valley FellQwship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

New Century Baptist
Church

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509

(909) 874-5851 · Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service

Oflire: (9()C)) 684-7532 • FAX: (9()C)) 684-1564

(909) 686-5171

SATURDAY

Weekly Services

Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm

WEDNESDAY
5 :00 pm
7 :00 pm

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

Dr. Clyde and
Barbara Casslmy

Sunday School
9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 ar:n
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7:15 pm

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N . State Street/ PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service

9:00 am
10:30 am

Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastc,'s Teaching

Pastor Eullas J . &
Evang. Monica
James

Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'l
1585ll Carter Street • Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com
Mal/Ing Addreu
P.O. Box 1119, Fontana. CA 92334

Sunday Worship
(909) 864-1181 or 730=9325
www.coronacomame.org

Wednesday Bible Study '

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220

Wukly Servius
Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

Every I st Sunday Communion after 11 :00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

''Second in"Name, First in Love"

(1/2 Block South of Ontario Ave.)

7:00 pm

www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
7:30 am
Sunday School
9:00 am
Mid-Morning Worship
10:15 am
10:15 am
Nursery Open
Wednesday Services
7:00 pm
Prayer Services
Bible Study
7:45 pm

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

St. John 14:6 "The way, th-e truth, the life."

9:30am
ll:OOam
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Thursday, August 14, 2003

The Rev. Noella Austin
Buchanan

7:00 pm

Pastor

Location TBA

Moreno Valley Mission CME Church
10800 Hole Ave. Ste. 3&4
Riverside, CA 92505

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA

Services

(909) 359-0203

Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11:00 am

Access the Spjrjt Radjo Broadcast

Weekly Services

Dr. D.C. Noaakhere

Sat. KPRO 1570AM@ 2:00 pm - Sun
lllomas
8:30 am
Senior Apostle
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

Sunday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11:30 a .m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

(909) 812-3509

March Field Christian
Church

Higher Ground Ch1:ll'~h.
& Ministries lnt'l.

Weekly Services
Meeting Unity Christian Center
12 pm Service
2 pm Sunday School

15801 Harmon Street
(Services at Arnold High School)
Rivers!de, CA

4135 Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 848-0008

Rev. John Senlguar

(909) 682-9960

Weekly Services

Alpha &Associates Christian Center

The Living Word Baptist Church

Services inside Holiday Inn Select

9191 Colorado Ave., Riverside, CA

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553

(909) 788-9218
"Hope For the Future • Help
For Today"

(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-48n-Fax
Weekly Services
Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service
11 :00 am
Pastora Cranston C Anderson
WED. & THURS.
& Eameatlne Poole-Anderson
Prayer Line
7:00 pm

Sunday Worship
Sermon Talk-Back
Sunday School
Wed. "Bible Alive"

Pastor F.D. Bullock

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church
4009 Locust (at I0th St.)
Riverside, CA 9250 I
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org

Weekly Services

Weekly Services
M6mtng Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

The House of God Which is the
Chu_rch of the Living God, The Pillar
and Ground of the Truth Without
Controversy - Lake Elsinore
Pastor Elder Arthur & Ruby Lewis, Ph.D.'s
405 Ellis Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

(909) 283-1294
Weekly Services
9:30 am

Wed. Bible Sludy
Fri. Night Tarry Svc.

11 :30 pm

7:30 pm
7:30 pm

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Pr•yer &
Bible Study

Reverends John and
Shermella Egson

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' C lass
Worship Service S un.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Thursday

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.
317 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501

(~9) 683-2840

Order of Services

939 Clay .Street
Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 793-2380
Worship Services
Sunday
7:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7 :30 p.m.
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Morning Services
Morning Worship
Evening Services

"Receive Ye The
Jesus Joy"

Rev. H. Hubbard,
Pastor

Bible Classes

Bus Transportation is available

7:00 pm

Service Time
Sunday Worship
James B. ·EUia, Jr. Sr. Pastor ·
Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor

One Church~ Two Locations
,

Wednesday

Family Ministry Night

Sunday Praise Service

Wednesday @ 7:00 p.m.

Sunday @ 9:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

The Tabernacle

The Tabernacle

1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

The Tent

Radio ,..,Isby
HaNes1

KPA01570AM

Walk With Jesus Cathedral
"An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

Cralg.W. Johnson, Th.O.
Senior Pastor & Visionary

Showers of Blessings

Helen Yuman

Sunday
9:40 am Sunday School
Sunday
11:00 am Wo~ship
Wednesday 7:00 pm Prayer/Bible
Study

Professwnal Singer/Soloist
Specializing in

ers."

Fax (909) 657-1800

"The Healing Place"

SHEPHERD'S

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 • OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Wed. 6 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

WEEKLY SERVICES
Pastor Najurna
_Smith

Weekly Services
Prayer Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Bible Study Wed.
Apostle Harvey Jones Sunday Services
Sunday School
(909)
Sunday Worship

10:00 am
5:30 pm
10:00am
5:30 pm
9:45 am
11 :00 am

T.V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 at 5:0(,) pm

r

(909) 943-9328
Helen Yuman

'

Sunday Morning Worship
II :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Mid-day Bible Study, Tuesday 12 noon
Mid-week Bible Study, Wed. 7 :00 p.m.

~ I

10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
(760) 244-2640

Elder K.L Cempbell
Pastor/Teacher

25400 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 485-6993

884-8241

Pastor Campbell and
Sis. Shaun

Weddings • Banquets •
Religious Functions

Amos Temp1e CME

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 924 10
thebookofacts@earthlink.net

Ht 1 / au / "
\l,111/1111/. I/ /111

"Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the believ-

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

(909) 779-0088

2591 Rubidoux Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

ex Praise

&nday O 7:00 PM
Wectiesday06:00PM

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

The Book of Acts

1

Pastor Derrick E. Calllcutt
Founder
11 :0 a.m.
Mrs. LaNetta Callicutt
First Lady

12 noon

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

Sunday Sch_ool
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6 :00 p .m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509

12:00 p.m.

"A Church in the Community for the Community"

7:00 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY
7:30 p.m.

New Joy Baptist Church
Weekly SeT11ices

Pastor Elder Lawrence
C. and Olivla Ash

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE

Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worshi p 10:00a.m.
6:00 p.m,
Sunday Eve. Worship
Thursday Bibel Revival
7:00 p.m.
Daily "Morning Glory"
Pastor Iris Hallu
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10 :00- 12 noon
KPRO RADIO 1570AM - WED. 2:<HJ
P.M. - SAT. 5:45 P.M.

Community Missionary Baptist Church

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

TreeofLifeCOGIC.@aol.com

ORDER OF SERVICES

9:30 a.m .
Sun. School
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6:45 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

9:30
11 :00
6:00
7:00

214 N. Palm Ave., Room 101
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5469

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509

PRAYER MEETING
Wednesday

Rev. Anthony Hughes

Sunday School
Morning Worship
YPWW
Evening Worsh
Monday-Friday
Noonday Prayer

Tree of Life Tabernacle Church of
God in Christ

New Beginnings
Community Baptist
Church

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
Sunday School
S unday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Service

7:00 pm

9 :15 am
9 :15 am
11 :00 am Marc K. Woodson
4:30 pm
Senior Pastor

9:45 am
9:45 am
8:00 am
11 : 15 am

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana. CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
"A church where everybody i s somebody"

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study .

Light of _the World
Church of God In
Christ

Weekly Services

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

8:00 am
ll :00 am
9:30 am

Church School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Uniting God's People

(909) 686-1757

Weekly Services
Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

Pastor William &
Jamellza Carter

(909) 682-4407

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
"A church where e verybody is somebody"

Bethel AME Church

Sunday
Worship Services

11 :00 am
9 :30 am
10:°'! ~

Trinity Baptist Church

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

(909) 887-1718

5:30 pm

(909) 276-8374

Good News
Community Church
(909) 780-4829

Pastor Eldred M.
Smith, Sr.

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

8:30 am
10:15 am
10:15 am
7:00 pm

178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

Weekly Services

10:30 am
11 :45 am
5:30 am

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Weekly Services

SUNDAY

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wed. Bible Study
Fri. family Fun Night

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

Gospel Time

Sunday 12:30 - 1:30 pm

1570 AM
for
Advertisement call Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134 .

Rev. & Mrs. Julio
A.Andujo

Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland Unity Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love

5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
18461 Mariposa Ave.
1575 West 17th Street
. 277 E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115
(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782

Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor

Riverside, CA 92508
San Bernardino, 92410
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 687-7454
(909) 887-2526
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell

)
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"THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE"

or

2003 Lincoln LS

00%
1

or

': 60 Months
On Approved Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualffied buyers on approved tier o, 1
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

,

2003 Linco n Navigator

0.0°10

60 Months
On Approved Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,
financed to qualttied buyers on approved tier
0, 1 credit through Ford Motor Credit.

.

MSRP .. ... .... .. ........ ,$47,150
MSRP ........... .. . . . .. ..$39,995

FACTORY REBATE ....... . , ..6,000

FACTORY REBATE .......... .3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

s37550•

s34 210·00
'

' VIN# 3Y634790

VIN# 32J39857

1 at this price

1 at thl• price

0,0%or

Al.l New 2003 Lincoln Aviator

11111P . ..... . ' ............ .$21,830

or0.0%APR

MOnlllY RIIA1'E •..• •••••• .. .$3,000

Oii A,innd CrNft

fllEIWAY_wJ' , • • • I • • • I • .St,IOO ,
htColtToYeu

'17,330

Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to
qualffied buyers on approved
tier 0, 1, credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

0.0% or

60 Months

60 Months

On Approved Credit

On Approved Credit

2003 Lincoln Towncar Cartier

Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 par
1,000 financed to qualttied buyers on
approved tier 0, 1 credit through Ford
l',lotor Credit.

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

2003 MERCURY SABLE GS

3 500

2 785

f
LINCOLN

A"4f' l!C .& n

{.l.llliiltV

Up to 60 months financing at $18.87
per 1,000 financed to qualffied buy•
ers on approved tier 0, 1 credit
through Ford Molar Credi.

JFRJEIBWAY 1LKNC01LN
909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

www.freewaylm-vw.com

2003 GRAND MARQUIS LS
MSRP . . .......... : •..•••. .$28,IIO
FACTORY REBATE • , .• • , ••• • .• .$3,100
EIIHWAI.J!!Sl!IIIB,,,,,,, 11, ,$1,500

23,850

5

or0.0%APR
Oll ......... cndlt
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved lier 0,
1, credit through Ford Motor Credit.

· 2003 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&
MSRP, ...... • •..••...•. , ••$30,010
FACTORY REBATE ............ .$3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT , , , , , , , , , , .$2,290
5

24,72

orO.O% APR
Up l o 60 months financing" at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tier o. 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

1Oo/o OFF
ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items. cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 8-31-03

AUGUST SERVICE SPECIAL

·1Oo/o OFF

s33,999

ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN AUGUST,
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.
F-REE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURIN<;3
THE MONTH OF AUGUST

,;

..
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Take ARomantic Get Away Trip tff Pacific Grove

Urban

chit Chat
QUICKSAND
Have you ever found yourself
in a relationship and not known
how you got there? One day you
wake up and find your feet plant: ed in the m4d. I'm not talking
• about that good feeling you get
when you realize you're in love.
I'm talking about that feeling
, when you look at someone and
start to think; how did I end up
with YQU? I'm talking about
· when you want to leave but you
don't know how you got there.
It's
like
some one
dropped you
off in the
wilderness
and
you
don 't know
which way is
home.
That's when you realize the mud
in which you stand, is really
' quicksand and you're sinking
into a place that you can't get
out.
Sometimes the quicksand can
be time. We often use "time" as
a reason for staying in a situation
that we. and everyone around us.
know isn' t good for us. We prioritize time as if we were Swiss
watchmakers or something.
How often have we heard " .. .
but we've been together so
long"? Maybe, the quicksand
can be a fear of what else is out
there. We sometimes find ourselves staying in a situation for
convenience. It's a comfortable
situation and we are not willing
to give the effort to look somewhere else. Then other times, it
could be that we don't want to
hurt the person that we are with
so we just stay. Not realizing
that in the end we have ultimately hurt this person more by
standing on them and not giving
them the opportunity to find that
person who might really want
them.
We all know that quicksand is
powerful stuff; the more you try
to fight it the more it pulls in ·
gulps you. That's why sometimes you feel like you're fighting a losing battle. Some of us
end up giving in and before you
know it we are submerged by the
mud. Others are more resourceful and look for ways to help
them out. Instead of fighting or
struggling they look for a branch
or vine that might be overhead to
pull themselves out, or maybe let
out a call for help so someone
could come and rescue them.
I know its been said time and
time again but communication is
key in any relationship. If you
feel yourself sinking into quicksand the best thing to do is tell
your partner. Tell them your
branches of true feelings; let
them know about your vines of
uncertainty. Yott might think
that you' re hurting their feelings
·but nothing hurts more than living a lie. Lots of times when we
find ourselves in a situation we
don't want to ~e in we try to
fight our way out instead of
using our natural resources of
communication.
Contact urbanchic @blackvoicenews.com for infonnation
on anything you see on this page.
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PACIAC GROVE

••

W

ith summer winding
down, Urban Chic
readers are looking
for something to do before fully
returning to the daily rituals of
work, work, and more work.
Well look no further, we have
some suggestions for you.
Why don't you take a romantic
drive up the coast? California is
one of the most beautiful states
in the country with an amazing
coastline. Try leaving the Inland
Empire heading north to the
charming town of Pacific Grove.
Nestled between its well-known
neighbors,
Carmel
and
· Monterey, Pacific Grove offers a
tranquil environment of fine
foods and wines and excellent
antiques shopping. For lunch
you can try Zo'calo Mexican
Restaurant. The shrimp tacos are
amazingly fresh and their condiments include creams and spices
often found in Central American
dishes. Or make reservations for
dinner at Taste Cafe & Bistro:
This cozy European Restaurant
features herb-roasted chicken,
grilled rabbit, pastas, fresh
sausages, ·and exceptional soups
and salads. And the brioche
bread pudding and apple strudel
should not be missed. The bistro
also features live jazz music on
weekend evenings.

Finally, no trip to Pacific
Grove would be complete without spending the night at the
Martine Inn overlooking the
coastline of the Monterey Bay.
Rated one of the eight best Bed
& Breakfasts in Historic Homes
by Bon Appetit, the Martine
Inn's lavish Victorian interior
and incredible views coupled
with some of the best service
makes this a choice destination.

t

Edith Head Room

The inn features fine woodburning fireplaces in most rooms and
beautiful antiques and museum
quality furnishings in _ every
room. The largest room, The
Suite, features an outstanding
view through corner windows of
the waves crashing against the
roe.ks, a comer firepla , 1860'
renaissance revival and parlor
set, a china tub, ring shower, and
elephant leg pull chain toilet Or
ask to stay in the Edith Head
room, named for the famed costume designer. The room features a 9-piece bedroom set
made for her as well as a raised
tub and hand-painted sink in the
bathroom.
The inn also boasts several

L~

'

Pharma,ceuticals in 1901. The
original main house; carriage
house, and two other buildings
made up the Parke f~ly compound. The total estate contained
. 59 rooms.
Over time the
Victorian exterior was converted
to a Mediterranean style house
and from the very beginning
remodeling was almost constant.
In 1972, the current owner Don
Martine purchased the house
with the help of his parents. He
.,spent twelv~ years renovating
the mansion and the work is
.chonicled in photo albums located in the inn's library. Rooms
were restructured or replaced
and the ground floor was totally
restructured. Upon completion
of the
restoration,
Don
researched authentic Victorian
wall coverings, paint colors, and
interior furnishings. All meals
are served on the finest Victorian
and Old Sheffield silver pieces.
To make your reservation, call
800-852-5588 or visit their website for a complete tour:
www.martineinn.com.

exciting common areas including a conference room, dining
room overlooking the rugged
coastline, hot tub, library,- and
game room featuring a 1890's
billiard table. The grounds
include a private courtyard, carriage house, and a display of the
innkeeper's vintage MGs.
Complimentary meals include
wine and hors d' oeuvres every
evening in the dining room, featuring Monterey County wines
and a gourmet breakfast handserved to each table.
The
innkeepers are quite attentive
and the service is exceptional.
The Martine Inn was built in
1899 and purchased by Laura
and James Parke of Parke Davis
Brase Room

A Tract
Superstar

being the first people
block party for the
to take a bath in their
Over the weekend I was asked housing tract to get all
tub,
or how they were
the
families
acquaintby some friends and clients of
going
to place their
ed
(now
that's
bringmine to take a tour of the home
initials
in the cement
ing
back
old
school
they were in the process of buyof their new courting. They 'Yanted to make sure ways - you go girl!).
yard. Every first time
She
called
homebuythat the home was worth the
homebuyer
should
ers
Tony
and
Lisa,
a
money they were about to invest.
have
these
happy
beautiful
·
married
The home was in a gorgeous
Spencer
Holman
emotions.
that
had
gated community in Indian Hills couple
Purchase a tract
recently
moved
in,
to
and is considered a tract home.
home
if the buying
show
off
their
decoThese are homes that are built by
process
scares
you,
if you love
both small and large local and rating ·skills and bonus room.
national developers. In this case Not only were they warm and the builder's craftsmanship or
this particular tract is being built · friendly but their home was you just have to have it brandby Kaufman and Broad, one of spectacular. This particular spankin new. Mildred, keep up
the largest developers in our builder
offered
financing the great work. Our community
country. Whh tract homes you through Wells Fargo but Mildred needs individuals like you who
have several models and floor gave no obligations when they have dedicated themselves to
plans to choose from. Just pick insisted
on
choosing helping others. Tony and Lisa
your carpet and tile and move in. Countrywide to service their you have a beautiful home and
thanks for sharing a part of your
Some plans take several months loan.
to be completed but they are
Should you buy a tract home? dream with others. One of the
well worth the wait.
Well if your neighbors have the great products Countrywide has
When we arrived at the model hospitality of Tony and Lisa and is the ability to help you build
homes together, I met the Real you are lucky enough to get a your home from scratch. It's
Estate salesperson who they class act like Mildred, my called the "One Time Close
choose to work with. Her name answer is yes. However, builders Loan." We will finance the dirt,
is Mildred Askew and this construct homes in phases (usu- the contractors and the lumber.
Afrfcan American woman is ally 10 to 20 homes at a time) for After your dream house is the
AWESOME. She was kind, several reasons including buyer way you want it, we will turn
informative and went out of her interest and financial compensa- that construction loan into a resway to make sure that my . tion. This means you .may ~e idential loan in one easy step.
friends felt at home. In the hour able to get your home unmedi- We can also put those beautiful
manufactured
we were there she spoke to three ately or you may see your home double-wide
homes
on
a
permanent
foundabuilt
from
the
ground
up
over
different families who were
already in their homes and were several months. I watched my tion. So here's the million dollar
raving fans of her level of cus- clients eyes light up as they plan; explore your options, use
tomer service. Mildred could described where the furniture your imagination and then get
tell us the names of all the farni- would be placed and the joy of Mildred to help you find the
ly members in the tract and was choosing the paint, flooring and property. See you next week.
instrumental in setting up a cabinets. They love the idea of

Call.Ji,r "JPUl'llllll,...,....lfj
WW. IIWfll.. . ..
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Aug. 16, 18th Annual African
Marketplace & Cultural Faire
Aug. 14 through Sept. 11, Every looking for vendors. To become a
Thursday, there will be an open Little Africa Youth Village vendor,
casting call in all age groups for contact Producer Emma E. Pullen,
the musical stage play "Heaven (323) 734-1164 or (213) 847Bound." Bring bio and photo. , 1540.
Contact"'- Sis.
Yolanda
at
Complements Hair Studio to Aug. 23, 6:00 p.m. to 1:30 a/n.
schedule an audition time at (909) Creating Greatness with Respect
885-5004.
Dinner and Dance at the Los
Angeles Airport Marriott Hotel.

For ticket information contact
Arthur LeVias (310) 523-1822.

Thursday, August 14, 2003

Aug. 28, 4-6 p.m., The Perris Hill
Senior Center will host an end of
summer d<)Jlce at 780 E. 21st
Street, San Bernardino. For more
information, please call (909)
384-5436.

Aug. 23-24, 10th Annual
Idyllwild Jazz in the Pines featuring
Hiroshima,
Charles
.
McPherson, Yve
Evans, Poncho"
Sanchez, Marshall Hawkins, Bob
Boss and many more. For more Aug. 30, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Chaffey
information or tickets contact College &Wignall Museum will
(909) 659-4885.
present Shaman's Breath with an

Glynn Turman to Debut One
Man Show "Movin Man"

Aug. 30, 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 ·p .m.,
Rally For: Christ Ministries is
hosting a "Back to School" event
at Fontana High School Football

Stadium. For more information
contact (909) 625-4417.
Aug. 30, 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.,
The Black History Committee o,f
Riverside will host their 4th annual "Back-2-School for Literacy &
Education" with a free Backpack
giveaway at Castle Park. For
more information contact (909)
370-2805.

-·~utJM

Award
winning
Actor Glynn Turman

...

will debut his one
man-show, produced
by Pamela Goodlow
Green,
"Movin
Man." Glynn will
perform
personal
reflections of his life
from a Broadway kid
to a Hollywood survivor.
He h as
received rave reviews
from the Los Angeles
Times, s laiming he
leaves the audience
waiting for more.
Showtimes
are
Thursday- Sunday,
August 2 1 through
September 14,. 2003
at
Square
Feet
Productions · located
Glynn and Jo-An Turman
at 5615 San Vicente
Boulevard @ H auser,
Los Angeles, CA. - 8:00 p.m. curtain Thursday-Saturday, 5:00
p.m. curtain on Sunday.
All seats are $20 dollars. For more information call 323-731 5357.
You may know Glynn from the cult classic "Cooley High" and
as the staunch, Colonel Taylor on the hit NBC-television series
"A Different World." Glynn is the recipient of the NAACP's
Lifetime Achievement Award for his achievements on stage and
in film. They honored him as a veteran actor of the stage and
screen. At the age of twelve Glynn debuted in Lorraine
Hansberry's landmark production entitled, "A Raisin in the Sun,"
also starring Sidney Poitier and Ruby Dee. He is also a director/producer and earned a second NAACP Image Award for his
direction of "Deadwood Dick" at the Inner City Cultural Center
and further acclaimed for his direction of the PBS production,
"Money Rider." Glynn has directed several successful television
shows such as: "The Parenthood," "A Different World,"
"Hanging with Mr. Cooper," and "The Wayans Brothers."
With the help and support of his wife Jo-An, they established
Camp Gid D ' Up in 1992. Camp Gid D ' Up is a free, western
style summer camp for inner city and at risk children. . Glynn
believes that much of his own success can be attributed to his
mother sending him to a summer camp. Since Camp Gid D ' Up
was established thousands of children have enjoyed camping at
their 40-acre ranch every summer just outside of Los Angeles.
Due to the )\'Ork of Camp Gid D' Up and their dedication to community service, the Turmans have been honored and have
received several awards. Some of the proceeds from the play
"Movin Man" will benefit Camp Gid D 'Up.

.
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The Sheriff's Recruitment Unit is coming to Hemet!
Please join us in an afternoon of one-on-one discussion regarding·
careers with the Sheriff's Department.

Wednesday,August27,2003

WHEN:
WHERE:

Hemet Workforce Development Cntr (Room 6)
1025 N. State Street, Hemet CA. 92543 Directions: Take the 215 fwy towards
San Diego, Exit Hwy 74 (Florida Ave). Go East on Hwy 74 to State Street. Go
North on State Street. Center is located on the left-haod side.

1:OOPM-5:00PM

TIME:

You are welcome to attend anytime between the hours of 1PM and 5PM.

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
BOB DOYLE, SHERIFF-CORONER

the RSO ,iob line; 1·888-.'.JOlN RSO or Visit our_website at:

-H&l's Armstrong Transmissions
''H&L has my car running like
the energizer battery; it just
keeps going and going an_d
going 400,000 miles. later!"
-

artist reception featuring Sandra
Rowe at the gallel)'. located at
5885 Haven Avenue, Rancho
Cucamonga. For more information contact Rebecca Trawick at
(909) 941-2388.

Marion Black, Vernon Company, Rialto,CA

r----·- -H&L-• Auto
- -Repair
- · ·- - ·-

I
I
I
.I
I

Two Great Locations
H&l's Armstrong Transmissions

H&l Auto Repair

1851 lndlan11v1nue
l._...,Cl92504

3159 Kluk lane
Rlvenlde,CA 92501

909-681-2821

90.9-684-0605

free Brake 1n·spection
Oil Change Special $13.95
$29.95 ·Premiulll Oil change

I

Tell them yousaw it in L
r
The Black Voice
I
I
I
I

I

(A $49.9~ value)

-

- -- --

------- -. . .-,---·-H&L"s Armstrong Transmission

I
I

,~;-~ ,

-.

m

I
Free Diagnosis ,($65.oo Value)
Transmission ,Service Special: Jn,;lulles· 1
':};'

pan gaskets up to 5 quarts of ATF
(filter extra) (an $80.00 value)

':

,;;<

1

0

I

l

Axles most cars starting.at $75~95 ·
I, Transmission OverliaQI: starting at:'$€
11~1.oo,, '
1 · wt, 24,000 mile warranty
!',
I
i

I

36,000 warranty (ask for details)

L-All promotions are subject to change at any time and if you ~o not have coupon present.

.

'

--

I

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

BUSINESS

,~
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Communication Prof. Fred Jandt Named Interim Dean of CSUSB'S Palm Desert Campusi
· The Black Voice News
PALM DESERT

Prof. Fred Jandt, longtime faculty member and former chair of the communications studies department
at Cal State San Bernardino, has been named interim
dean of the university's Palm Desert Campus, replacing outgoing Dean Peter Wilson, according to university President Albert Kamig. Jandt will take the new
post Sept. 1.
"Dr. Jandt is the perfect candidate for our Palm
Desert Campus during this crucial time," Karnig said.
"Given his knowledge of the Palm Desert campus and
its progratl}s, his long experience on the main campus, his outstanding academic skills and his strong
reputation both at the university and in the Inland
Empire, he'll be highly effective in the dean's role.
Most importantly, he'll assure that the campus will
sustain its momentum."
Jandt, who lives in Palm Springs, chaired the committee that prepared a strategic master plan report on
the Palm Desert Campus' marketing options and
future growth in 2001, as construction of the new permanent campus at Cook Street and Frank Sinatra
Drive got underway. During the past academic year
he chaired the PDC Planning and Operations Council.
Wilson will leave Aug. 31 to become dean of CSU
Hayward's Contra Costa Campus in the Bay Area. He
has served at CSUSB since 1983, first as dean of students and later vice president for student services. In
1990 he was appointed dean of the Coachella Valley
· Campus, then housed in temporary buildings on the
campus of the College of the Desert in Palm Desert.

Get connec ad to Direct m

Jandt said. "I am looking forward to building on the
foundation he laid as we grow this campus it).to the
' future." Construction on the second building, focusing on teacher education, is about to get underway,
and a capital campaign is seeking funds for the third
structure, which will primarily house nursing and
allied health programs.
Jandt taught communication courses during the
1980s at the Palm Desert Campus when it was housed
at the College of the Desert - both in person, and from
the main San Bernardino campus through a closedcircuit video link.
Jandt was named Cal State San Bernardino's
Outstanding Professor in 2003. In his long career at
CSUSB, he was the first chair of the communication
studies department and later developed the graduate
communication studies curriculum that has emphases
in intercultural communication and mediation and
dispute resolution .
Prior to joining Cal State San Bernardino in 1983,
Jandt served as a professor of communication and
director of faculty development and research at the
State University of New York at Brockport ( 1970-79),
and later while at San Francisco State University had
extensive experience in management development
Professor Fred Jandt
and training programs.
He is author and co-author of several books, includ- ·
Wilson has overseen the growth of academic pro- ing "Win-Win Negotiating," "The Customer is
grams and development of the private-public partner- Usually WRONG!" and "Using the Internet in Your
ship that led to establishing a permanent branch cam- Job Search." Jandt expects to focus on academic qualpus.
ity and emphasize the importance of technology to
"Dean Wilson has done a superb job for 13 years," PDC during his tenure.

National Institute Legal enter
Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)

A native of Texas, Jandt received a bachelor's
degree in English from Texas Lutheran College, a"
master's degree in speech from Stephen F. Austin University and a doctorate degree in communication
from Bowling Green State University in Ohio.
'.
',
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DOES YOUR ,.
STUDENT
HAVE THE r~
HOMEWORK "i
1.,
BLUES?
• J

NEED PRIVATE TUTOFllHO
l!JUT CAN'T AFFORD n7
•

SCHOOL PROJECTS
•

AFFORDABLE PRIVATE TUTORING IN THE
BASICS: MATH , READING , COMPREHENSION
AND PENMANSHIP

•

DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD STUDY HABITS

•

A REL.AXED , HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH
EACH STUDENT PROGRESSES AT THEIR OWN
1·

PACE
THE CLUBHOUSE

<909>

ALL FOR ONLY
$38.99/MONTH
Call X-Treme Satellite to Setup Your

Installation Appointment

(909) 906-0206
Hours 7 am - 7 pm

DIRECTV.

Consumers 1st Financial
Home Loan Specialist
Purchase Or Refinance Now!

II

Easy Qualifier, Credit I
problems Ok. No
i
Income
Documentation OK.
Debt Consolidation. ::.:.

Certified - Bonded
State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND
EMPIRE LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

Oscar Snow, LOA Director

24384 Sunnymead Blvd.,
·
Suite 203
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Unlimited Financial Solutions

Spiritual Advisor

•

&

lo,,,,..

''We open Ille door
Dream Loan"

(DI IIOl.9U.1411
(p) IOI 924 5412

i

,1

[485-4571]

24314 lwaf I Id 11111. HOI
. . _ VIiiar, ca 121113

., .

I

CALL TODAY

100% Financing Purchases/Refinances
Home lmpovement
Debt Consolidation
BK 13 Pay Off For Refinancing
No Income Documentation
Fica's as low as 500

736-2 I 05

CORONACLUBHOUSE@AOL .COM

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"

• Divorce
$175-275
• Child CustodyNisitation$200-300
• Child Support
$200-300
• Legal Separations
$175-275
• Evictions
$150-200
• Adoptions
$250-300
• Living Trusts
$300
• Wills
$200
• QRDRO's
$300
• Incorporations
$300
• Name Change
$200-300
• Bankruptcy
$195
•And More

,.

• TRAINING IN COMPUTER BASICS

Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance
Same Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

• Over 125 Channels of Real Digital Quality
• Local Customer Service
Locally Owned & Operated!

"i

ExPERT ASSISTANCE WITH HOMEWORK AND

Psychic Reader

Love
Business
Money
Family

Career
Free Crystal with each reading!
909.924.9288
24871 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553

I

I
j

I
I

I
I

Se Habla Espanol

!

Call Now!

(909) 924-9330
1,2981 Perris Blvd. Ste 107
Moreno Valley CA, 92553
Licensed By The Dept. Of Corporations Under the Calif.
Mortgage ACT. Equal Housing lender Calif. Dept Of
Corporations License CFL.
Lio# 6038731

Cnoco{ate Creations

Personalized Candy Bars for All
•
Birth
Holidays
Occasions . Announcements
Grand Openings
Weddings

Graduations
School or Church
Fundraisers

Bridal or Baby
Showers

Cfieru.6s

-:NCfioco{ates

231 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A-107
Riverside, CA 92508
1(888) 344-82 ll
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com -::;
I
I

I

'.
BARBER CUTS BY
300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in whatever your legal needs might be.
We are dedicated to helping the African-

V.

American people

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS

ESSENCE HAIR SALON

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with LeVias and Associates. We
will refer you to a mortgage banker that specializes in your particular need: Refinancing, Home Loan, or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-7047

Have You Been Denied DJSABIUTY or SSI Benefits?
We can help you acquire disability cash benefits
within 60-90 days or less! If you have applied
or are thinking about applying for Social
Security benefits, don' t go it alone!

***FREE CASE ASSESSMENT BY PHONE***
CALL DISABILITY PARTNERS, LLC
(626) 737-9706 ~ Toll Free (877) 207-4707

F.

NEVINS

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
· Incorporations & Partnerships

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Mon-Fri 9-7
Closed Tuesdays
Sat: 7-7
Sun: 7-1

909.623.1517 Lets take your skin care to the ·,
next level/

License No. 240248

Naturally Yours Boutique
ByQ/ufemi

LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD

420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102
Corona, Ca. 91719
909.272.5765
909.934.1005

MARY KAY¾

Specializing
• Sistertocks™/Brothertocks™
•Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
•locs/ Twists/Maintenance
. •Children Welcome
Richard Nevins

(909) 686-5193

~t,ndG~

~ 8e.tmy ~~·
~ ·i!IOO► S1'6-Sm

~
: ~ ~ y.«:m
-~..mm~~9

(909) 825-9012
e-mail: olufemi1@earthlink.net
www.home.earthlink.net/--olufeml1
Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun . by Appts. Only

'";_-:..-_-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-_-:..-:..-_-_-:..-:..-:..-:..-_-_-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-::.l-1

Reed's Electrif Service
Hayward Reed Jr.
Electrical Contractor

THYMES. & THYMES LEGAL AND
. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Specializing in Civil Rights Complaints
2851 S. La Cadena Dr. Sp . 171A • Colton, California 92324
909-824-2281 Fax 909-824-2281 •

Uc. #805019
Free Estimates
Home Improvements

· G vil Complaint in All Courts States and
Federal Court

Cell: (909) 334-4612
Fax: (909) 776-2043

&"Repairs

Appeals
Speci<jl Letters
Research Case
Restraining Order
Bankruptcy Filing and Preparation

Member of Better Business Bureau
Carl G. Thymes

A Colleecor'• QAllert,
• Dolls & Accessories
• Collectibles • Gifts • Miniatrues
• Home Decoration

7he '5ouse of ,Youo9's

HEAD

21

(909) 737-5533 ..
800TH AVAILABLE

Beauty Parlor
And Supply '

A Full Service Salon

} 'i

Specializing in
22400 Barton Rd., #5
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
Phone (909) 825-9600
Fax(909)825-9605

Braids
Weaves
Cuts

Color
Fusions
Up-Do's

3940 California Ave. Suite D • Norco, CA 92860

I

I
I

I
I

J
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~lectricity Rates
Drop
for
SCE
Customers
.
,

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
voted on July 10 to authorize rate reductions,
beginning today.
As the chart shows, the anticipated reductions
will benefit all customer groups-residential,
small, medium-sized, and large businesses as well

Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) program will the recovery of major capital investments and on a
retain their 20% bill discount.
plan to attract capital for future investments on
"These
rate
reductions
should
help
all
of
our
behalf of our customers."
As of.August 1, electricity rates for customers of
customers,
including
businesses,
manage
higher
Southern California Edison (SCE) dropped 8% to
summer energy bills when they need rate relief
19%.
most," said SCE President Bob Foster. "We conThe rate change is based on SCE's previous
tinue to pursue other measures that
forecast that during July it would comCustomer
Current
New
Reduction
would lower costs and assure reliplete recovery of $3.6 billion in uncolGroup
Avg. Rate
Avg. Rate
%
able power supplies for our cuslected power procurement costs
(per kWh*)
(per kWh*)
tomers."
incurred on behalf of customers during
Residential (non-CARE)
$.146
$.135
8%
SCE
has been recovering its uncolthe 2000-2001 California energy criWHY BUY
,•'
Small-Business
$,174
$.143
18%
lected
power procurement costs
RETAIL WHEN
sis.
under the term!'\. of a settlement
YOU CAN
"This $1.25-billion customer rate
Medium-Business
$.153
$.133
13%
·
agreement
reached
with
the
CPUC
reduction is a major landmark in the
in ·October 2001. That settlement
Large-Business
$.129
$.105
19%
economic recovery from the devastathas been appealed and is under
ing impacts of the power crisis for the
Agriculture
$.113
15%
$.096
review, by the courts.
12 million people and 500,000 busi"SCE is taking important steps to
Street-Lighting
✓credit Unions
$.172
$.145
16%
nesses we serve," said SCE Chairman
,
become
a financially healthy compaWelcome!
John E. Bryson. "Our customers
.
'
ny
once
again
so
that
we
can
fully
✓First Ttme
deserve this rate relief, just as they
* kWh = Kilowatt-hour
Buyer?
serve
our
customers,"
said
Foster.
,: ,•_:_.. ,
I
deserve the reliable electric service
"The c0mpletion of procurement
that SCE's strengthening financial health will help
' -· _....,. ' ...
Problems?
ensure."
as agricultural and street-lighting customers. cost recovery and the implementation of reduced
Let me.Help! ,
SCE filed a rate reduction plan last January, . Average rate red~ctio~s for businesses are larg~r customer rates is a critical step. In addition, we are
anticipating a midyear completion of its cost than those for residential customers, because bus1- working hard on our General Rate Case, on clear
· rules regarding the state's programs allowing utilrecovery effort and the possibility of reduced rates ·nesses paid higher energy crisis rate surcharges.
Cail me Anytime!
in early fall. Subsequently, a settlement was
Participaµts in the state's low-income California ity customers to select their power generator, on
909 825-1212 ce ll 909) 553-2261
reached with representatives of various custdmer
groups that included the use of forecasted rather
IIREiwllll~t~Willl■B---•Llllllil■.llUJl.tflllllllllB-iB
than after-the-fact cost-recovery verification and
(909) 341-8930
_made possible earlier rate reductions. Based on
Carl S. Kandel,
FAX
(909) 341-8932
Charles A. Christian
forecasts that pointed to full recovery in July, the
Criminal Attorney
The Black Voice News

ROSEMEAD

I

BUY FLEET!

~

-

/Credit

~

A Lawy~r Who CARES!

expert, handled
over 150 Murder

view us online
The Black Voice News
www.blackvoicenews.com

Cases and
numerous Death
Penalty Cases
with no client
ever receiving the
death penalty.

Comp uru:.nt~
Hair Studio

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

REALTOR®

Executive
7426 Cherry Ave., Ste, 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian@c2 l Executive.net
Web Site c21executive.net

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America
Office Hours
By Appointment

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

Each Office is Independently Owned and Ope rated

• Misdemeaners
• Juvenile Cases
Traffic Violations
Civil as well as Criminal law
• Theft
• and more ...

The Trend Setters of HAIR!!!
Silky flat if'ons •short & smy ~ - 1411 doo's•
OOiek weave,• braids~ unique Ponytail$ ,

lfPVINCENT
"
•'

Law Offices of Kandel & Lopez

Barber on board

Call for your FREE consultation over the phone!

Currently seeking hair stylists,
barbers, and manicurists.
All inqufrers please call
909-885-5004 at the
San Bernardino location.
Training and apprentership available!

Phone: 909-889-8436

PROP.ER;TIES ' .

I
Real Estate Investments
Traveling Notary Services

PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE
SERVICES

23580 Sunnymead Blvd,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Office: (909) 247-2213
Fax: (909) 247-0873

~.erman !nung

Office 909-486-9168
Cell: 909-283-8592
Email

a... E. Vincent

vproperties©adelphia net

Broker/Notary Public

A salon where JESUS lives!

I

General Contractor, 18 Years Experience,
Master in Homes & Apartment Repair

Medicttl Berufits

Available

.
• Plumbing
• Painting
• Carpentry
• Door & Window
• Drywall
Installation
We Install Bathtubs and Showers!

~

..~¢ Boolh rental speciai l
,,,,,.£($"
1645 N. MT VERNON
"1"-~~
~V ~
. ~ SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411 ~ 6
.

. (!I'.:-§
..d;~ ft,¥
~

~?'

,

,

909-855-5004

,

~~

15700 VJUAGE DR, SlJlTE " C"
VICTORVIU.E, CA 9 2$9:2

~

'

760-245-018)

Lic.#521797
Bonded

'lt,

Tel./Fax

(909) 467-0999

. Full Value Paid for Real Estate

ctru.~~1'>-tt.ot

1

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

Dwight D. Pledger
REALTOR® ORI

3978 Brockton Ave,
Riverside, CA 9250 l

Real Estate Professional
E-mail: dwigbtpledger@aol.com

Mike Teer.
Broker/Notary Public
Office:(909) 784-1342
Fax: (909) 784-6712
E-mail: teer I @sbcglobal.net
Website: miketeer.com

Prudential
California Realty
Moreno Valley, CA
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959
"You Can Trust Me .To Work Hard For You!"
'

j ~ ""'"' ;,,., ~ fi,je.!

,

An indepedently owned and operated member ofThe Prudential Real Estate Affi liates, Inc.

T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

Tillman Riverside Mortuary

To order call:

909-820-9707

Toyln Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

(909) 681-8840
Fax: {909) 681-8397
, toyin@zxmail.com

$$$$ EARN EXTRA CASH !!!!
'

Ron'·sLawn Service
909/872-2354
free estimates

BE A PLASl\1A DONOR
You must be:
18-65 years old In good
health Weigh 110 lbs or
more
Bring a valid photo ID and
Social Security Card

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

Bring In this ad and
receive a $5 bonus on ypur
first plasma donation.

A. Leon Tillman
lmplre Inc.

Mr. Handymap
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpentry • Drywall
Landlord Min, Contracts Welcome
C HAl"tSMC~

S MJ\LL

ro

M IIOlUM:

>ca•

t-lOMI: At.tt,1u,t• • .

, 30 Years Expertance

$29.00. $499.00

Mr. Joe
U.LC, Promotion

909/377-398&

ED THE HANDYMAN
All Types of Home Repairs
Over 50 yrs. Experience
Well Known
Up to $500 labor
Ask for·Ed

909/242-9176

President • CEO
Emb. Uc #6496
FD. Uc #253

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, California
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863
,
Over 20 Years Experience ·
License #FD757

• I

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGILS / CLASSIFIEDS
The Black Voice News
JOB CONNECTION

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1.800.864.0092
JOB HOTLINE

CIRCLELIFE
4711 Holt St., • Montclair, CA 9 1763
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297
Economic Workshop
Ways to earn big money
Business Hours 10-7 daily
Contact Billy
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Postal Positions
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried.
Benefits. For exam , salary, and testing information call
(630) 393-3032 ext. 4 11 7 8am-8pm 7 days

Multicultural Salon is looking to fill 6 stations with
hairstylist,barbers, and braiders. Booth rental stans @
$60.00 - $80.00 a week. First Month Free for renters
only. Call Laynettc @ (909) 830-7844
Attn: Riverside Postal positions. Clerks/carri:
ers/sorters. No exp. required. Benefits. For
exam, salary, and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days
Prin. Dist. Prosecutor $8,030 to
$9,766 mo. No resumes! Go to
www.aqmd.gov·
$250 to $500 a week
Will train to work at home Helping the US
Government file HUD/FHA mortgage refunds
No experience necessary
Call 1-800-778-0353
BARBERS NEEDED

Symbolic barbershop. 469 W. 4th Street,
S.B. Call (909) 888-2688 or (909) 412-0049
MUST SELL

New toddler bed w/crlb mattress (pine wood)
like new. $150.00 Great starter bed for toddlers. Call 496.6340
Models Wanted
For free hair locking services males and females
call Lee for Detail Please only very serious
Callers (760) 342-3768.

HOM ES F OR SA LE
I

Best Buy Hotllst
reveals 1O best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-6808068
ID#
1040 .
Community
Real
Estate
First Time Buyers
Why rent when you can
own? Free list of homes
available with no money
down.under $1, 100/mnth.

1-877-680-8068 10#1051
Community Real Estate

Beautiful Home In
Highland, 2,500 Sq.
feet. 4 bed 2 bath
260k agent Elena
909.241.4387

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with
no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1877 - 680 - 8068
ID#1043. Community

Real Estate
OS y
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-8n-680-8068
ID# 1003
Communi!Y, Real Estate

LEGALS
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business ~s:
NORCO WINOOW TINTING
996 Mountain Ave., Unit B
Norco, CA 92860
Sushil Vig (NMN)
429 Bristol Way
Corona. CA 92879
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Sushil Vig, Owner
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious

business name in violation ot
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/01/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy at the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not rtsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 . Et Seq.,

Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk .
FILE NO. R-2003-06873
p. 7/24, 7/31, 8/7, 8/14
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
FACE TO FACE
2938 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501
P.O. Box 1235
Claremont, CA 91711
• Turning Point Group Horne
For Girts, Inc.
2938 Brockton Ave.
Riverside. CA 92501
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
a Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
narne(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Rita
Dornond,
Vice
President
LLC/AI# C2318669
The filing o f this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictrtious

business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common Jaw

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on · file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The fHing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use In this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation.of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411. Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R -2003-07148
p. 7/24, 7/31 . 8/7, 8/14
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TIME TO PAINT
15936 Calumet Ct.
Riverside, CA 92506
Scot Edward Ward
15936 Calumet Ct.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.
I declare that all the informa·
tlon In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true. Information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Scot Ward
The filing of this statement
does not of ttsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state. or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/15/03.
•
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file in my
OtflCe.
•
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not rtself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business ar,d Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-0737 0
p. 7/24, 7/31, 8/7, 8/14
The following perfon(s) Is
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(are) doing business as:
SQUARE ONE TILE
80 E. Dawes #85
Perris, CA 92571
27475 Ynez Road #145
Temecula, CA 92591
Timothy Dale Hollis
80 E. Dawes #85
Perris, CA 92571
This business Is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.
I declare that all the informa·
tion In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Timothy Hollis
The filing of this statement
does not of rtsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in vi~ation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riverside on
7/16/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from 1he date rt was
filed in the Office of lhe
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that t ime.
The filing of this statement
does not rtsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of ano1her under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07408
p. 7/24, 7/31, 8/7, 8/14
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DND ENTERPRISES
24351 Kurt Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dorothy Johnson (NMN)
24351 Kurt Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant commenced to
1ransact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 6124/03.
I declare that all the inforrna•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Dorothy Johnson
The filing of t~is statement
does not of rtself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal 1 state, or common law

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/15100.
.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This ficlitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R·2003-07346
p. 7/24, 7/31 , 8/7, 8/14
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
SCOTT T. YOUNG TRUST
24141 Poppystone Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Dennis Michael Gireth
24141 Poppystone Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business narne(s)
listed above on 3/1 /03.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Dennis Gireth
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/15/03.
. I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five·years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07352
p. 7/24, 7/31 , 8/7, 8/14
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
A GREAT MOVE
1020 Margarita St.
Corona, CA 92879
Keith Lawon Murphy
769 La Tierra
Corona. CA 92879 .
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant..,ho
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Kerth Murphy
The filing of this statement
does not of ttsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious

business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
n~I statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the O ffice of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07150
,,
p. 7/24. 7/31 . 817. 8/14
The following person(&) is
(are) doing business as:
BANDIT ENTERTAINMENT
12675 Cmssrnont Pl.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Yusef Blackbum (NMN)
f 2675 Crossmon! Pl.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Yusef Blackbum
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fi led with the
County of Riverside on
7/28/00.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nat statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Ficlttious
84siness Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this s\ate of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07789
p. 7/31 , 8/7, 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
WEST COAST CLEANING
SERVICES
16556 Seattle Slew Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
P.o. Box 6177
Riverside, CA 92518
Jason Leonard Lytle
16556 Seattle Slew Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Laverne Brown (NMN)
16556 Seattle Slew Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conclucted by
a General Partnership,
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictrtious
name(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is t rue
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true. information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Jason Lytle
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/ 18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires
tive years from the date rt was
filed in the Officll of the
County Clerk. A new Flctrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Flctrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 1441 1, Et Seq .•
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2000-07502
p. 7/31, 8/7, 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) is
· (are) doing business as:
CIRCLE CITY CHRISTIAN
CE NTER, A WORSHIP I
WORD
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
23217 Claystone Ave.
Corona, CA 92883
P.O. Box 693
Tustin, CA 92781_
Kirkl!lnd Sheldon Bailey
2321 7 Claystone Ave.
Corona, CA 92883
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed
above.
t d~lare that all the Informatio n in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
st.Kirkland S . Bailey
The fili,ig of this statement
does not of rtsett authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f i led with the
County of Riverside on
7/14/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the ortglnal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the

County Clerk. A new Fictrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07319
p. 7131_, 8/7, 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PRIDE AND JOY LANDSCAPING
14300 Homestead Dr.
Moreno vaI1ey, CA 92553
Eric Lawrence Copeland
14300 Homestead Dr.
Moreno Valley. CA 92553
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 05105103.
I declare that all the informa·
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true. information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Eric Copeland
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in tllis state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal , state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Riverside on
7/25/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This f ictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
f iled in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictttious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003·07729
p. 7/31, 8/7, 8114, 8/21
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
BUCKINGHAM & ASSOCI·
ATES
3765 Jurupa Ave., Ste. L
Riverside, CA 92506
Joseph Otudele Ogunrinu
11380 Gramercy Pl.
Riverside. CA 92505
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.
I declare that all the informa•
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
deciares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Joseph Oludele Ogunrinu
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in thjs state of a fictrtious
ttlsiness name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/24/03.
t hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement· on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
fiVe years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Flctrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07693
p. 7/31 , 817. 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
LATE DELIVERY REFUNDS
13812 Hollywood Avenue
Corona, CA 92880
Regina Marie Brooks
13812 Hollywood Avenue
Corona, CA 92880
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
narne(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Regina Marie Brooks
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, ~late, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Ri verside on
7/21/03.
I 'hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize . the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of anothe r under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07503
p. 7/31, 8/7, 8/1 4, 8/21
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MOTHERS HELPERS SVC.
23585 Breezy Meadow Dr.
Moreno Valley. CA 92503
Cessly Monique Bartlett
23585 Breezy Meadows Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as trµe , information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Cessly Bartlett
The filing of this stateme~t
does not of rtself authorize the
use in this state of a fictrtious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County at Riverside on
7/18/03,
I hereby certify I that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the elate rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq .•
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07501
p: 7/31 , 8/7, 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as: ·
NURTU RING TO UCH DAY
SPA
NURTURING TOUCH
NURTURING TOUCH MAS·
SAGE
NURTURING
TOU C H
SPORTS MASSAGE
28270 Marcalope Lane
Menifee, CA 92584
Treva Rose Smrth
28270 Marcalope Lane
Menttee. CA 92584
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1999.
I declare that all the informa·
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant Yjho
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Treva R. Smith
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictrtious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orlgl·
nal statement on f~e in my
office.
NOT ICE: This fictijious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07486
p. 7/31, 8/7, 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DR LEASING
2727 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92501
David Leslie Hubbard
3526 Nelson Street
Riverside, CA 92506

Thursday, August 14, 2003"
does not of rtsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et.-seq. b &p-code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/09/00.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file In my
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from 1he date rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14•If , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07170
p. 7/31. 817. 8/14, 8/21 ·

SUMMONS
CASE NO. RIC 371511
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT:
Christy Ann Kowaleski, and
Does 1 to 25, inclusive
YOU ARE BEING SUED BY
PLAINTIFF: Sergio Gutierrez,
Marco Antonio Gutterrez
You have 30 Calendar Days
after this summons is served
on you to file a typewritten
response at 1his court. A letter
or phone call wtll not protect
you;
your
typewritten
response must be in proper
legal form tt you want the
court to hear your case. ff you
do not file your response on
time. you may lose the case,
and your wages, money and
property may be taken without
further warning from the court.
There are other legal require·
ments. You may want to call
an attorney right away. If you
do not know an attorney, you
may call an afforney referral
service or a legal aid office
(listed in the phone book).
Despues de que la entreguen
esta citacion judicial usted
tiene un plaza de 30 Dias
Calendarios para presentar
una respuesta escrlta a
maquina en esta carte. Una
carta o una llamacla telefonica
no le ofrecera proteccion; su
respuesta escrita a maquina
tiene que cumpir con las formalidades legales apropiadas
si usted quiere que la carte
escuche su caso. Si usted no
presenta su respuesta a tlempo, puede perder el caso, y le
pueden quita su salario, su
dinaro y otras cosas de su
propiedad sin aviso adlcionat
por parte cle la carte. Existen
otros requisitos
legales.
Puede que usted quiera Hamar a un abogado immediala·
mente. Si no conoce a un
abogado, puede llamar a un
servicio de referencia de abogados o a una oficina de
ayuda legal (vas el dlrectorio
telefonico).
The name and address of the
court is: Superior Court of the
State of CalHornla, ,(()50 Main
Street, Riverside, California
92501-3703, Riverside Court.
The name. address, and telephone number of plaintiff's
attorney. or plaintiff without an
attorney, is: Joseph G.
Cavallo, Esq. Law Offices of
Joseph G. Cavallo, 319 E.
17th Street, Second Floor.
Santa Ana, CalHomia 92706
Date: Feb 27, 2002
Clerk, by D D Mathews,
Deputy
p. 7/3 1, 8/7, 8/14, 8/21
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
AL PHA LEARNIN G CENTERS
5053 LaMart Drive, Surte 102
Riverside, CA 92507
23110 Atlantic Circle, Surte D
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Alpha

Treatment

Centers

Corp.
2311 O Aijantic Circle, Su~• D
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
FED TAX ID#
33·0233533
CALIFORNIA

This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
f ictitious
name(s)
listed

This business is conducted by
a Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DIVERSE FINANCIAL SERVICES
11475 Magnolia Ave. #549
Riverside, CA 92505
Tashana Michelle Matta
11475 Magnolia Ave. #549
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.
I declare that all the information In this statement is true
and corr~ . (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Tashana M. Matta
The filing of this statement

Business and P rofessions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07974
p. 8/7, 8/14, 8/21 , 8/28
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
• QUALITY SIGNS
1617 University Ave. #8
'Riverside, CA 92507

office.

Ron Eric Wiklund
3425 Rio Verde Drive
West Covina. CA 91791

above:
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information ·
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.David L. Hubbard, General
Partner
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a ficlitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state. or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
C ounty of Ri ve rside on .
7/25/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use in this state of a Flctrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE ND. R-2003-07733
p , 7/31 , 8/7, 8/14, 8/21

(See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,

above.
I declare that all tile information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Lisa
Hammoni;, Chief
Financial Officer
LLC/ ~I# 1293337
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of an.other under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
8/01/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This ftctltlous busl•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. Anew Fictrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law

Raj Desai (NMN)
24879 Sunnymead BIVd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
a Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 7/15103.
I declare that all the informa•
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, informaUon
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st. Raj Desai
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of R ivers ide on
7/30/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk, A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not rtsetf authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07902
p. 8/7, 8/14, 8/21 , 8/28

NOTICE OF AMENDED
PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF MARY
VERONICA JOHNSON
RIP081353
C . L. Farrell (SBN 132882)
Law Office of C.L. Farrell, P.O.
Box f470, Redlands, CA
92373
Attorney for Petitioner. E.
Martin Blumenthal
Superior Court of Catttornla,
County of Riverside, 4050
Main Street, Riverside, CA
92501 , Riverside Judic ial
District
Estate of: Mary Veronica
Johnson, also known as Mary
V. Johnson, Decedent
Notice of Amended petition to
administer estate of Mary
Veronica
Johnson,
also
known as Mary V. Johnson
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent credl·
tors , and persons who may
otherwise be interested in the
win or estate, or both, of Mary
Veronica
Johnson,
also
known as Mary V. Johnson,
an amended petition for probate has been filed by E.
Martin Blumenthal in the
Superior Court of Calttomia,
County of Riverside. The
amended petition for probate
requests that E . Martin
Blumenthal be appointed as
personal representative to
administer the estate of the
decedent.
The Petition requests the
decedent's will and codicils, if
any, be admitted 10 probate.
The will and any codicils are
available for examination in
the file kept by the court.
The Petrtion requests authori·
ty to administer the estate
under
the
Independent
Administration of Estates Act.
{This authority will allow the
personal representative to
take many actions without
obtaini ng court approval.
Before taking certain very
important actions, however,
the personal representative
will be required to give notice
to interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
ac tion.)
The independent
administration authority will be
granted unless an interested
person files an objection to
the petition and shows good
cause why the court shouicl
not grant the authority.
A Hearing on the petrtion will
be held on 9/4/03 at 8:30 a.m.
Dept. 1 at 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501 .
If you object to the g ranting of
the petition, you should
appear at the hearing alicl
state your objections or file
written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be in person
or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a cont ingent creditor at
the
deceased, you must file your
claim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative appointed by the
court wrthin four months from
the date of first issuance of
letters as provided In Probate
Code section 9100. The time
for filing claims will not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
You may examine the file kept
by the court. If you are a person interested In the estate,
you may Ille wrth, the court a
Request for Special No tice
(form DE-154) of the filing of
an inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any peti-

tion or account as provided in
Proba te Code section 1250.
A Request for Special Notice
form Is available from the
court clerk.
Attorney for petitioner: C.L.
Farrell, P.O . Box 1470.
Redlands, CA 92373
s/ ... C. L. Farrell
p. 817, 8114, 8121, 8128

County Clerk. A new Fictrt,k>us
Business Name State1119nt.
must be fMecl before that tlm,.
The filing of this statement
does not rtsett authorizl'I 111e;
use in this state of a Flctrtious,
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another
federal, state or common l!lw
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,'
Business and Professions
Code).
.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clepc
FILE NO. R-2003-()7935
p. 8/7, 8/14, 8/21 ,

uncle/

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GIFT TH E RAPY U .S . A.
WRAP FUSION INTERNATIONAL
2245 Treehouse Lane, 112
Corona, CA 92879

11{2«

Rolando
Advincula
Encarnacion
2245 Treehouse Lane, 11 2
Corona. CA 92879

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
,
LAKESHOR E
VILLAG.E
CLEANERS
23579 Sunnyrnead Ranch
Pky #118
'. ' •
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 ,.

Shirtey Lanada Encarnacion
2245 Treehouse Lane, 112
Corona, CA 92879 ·

Sang Min Kim
3735 Colevllle Circle
Corona, CA 92881

This business is conducted by
a Individual · Husband & Wtte.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
f ictitio us
name(s)
listed
above .
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
. wh ich he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
st.Rolando A. Encarnacion
st.Shiriey L. Encarnacion
The filing at this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or corn(11on law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statemen t f iled with the
County o f Ri vers i de o n
7/0 7/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origl·
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires
five years from the elate rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
· Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this s tatement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FI LE NO. R-2003·07047
p , 8/7, 8114, 8/21, 8/28

Sany Jung Kim
3735 ColeviHe Circle
Corona, CA 92881

T he fo llowing person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
SANTOYO'S CLEANING
14791 Van Gogh Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Leticia Santoyo (NMN)
23983 Bay Ave. #27
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Eda Santoyo (NMN)
14791 Vang Gogh Ave
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Thjs business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
narne(s) listed
above.
I declare that a ll the intorma·
l ion in this statement is true
and correct. (A regist ran1 who
declares as true, information •
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Eda Santoyo
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f i led w ith the
County o f R ive rs ide on
7/31/ 00.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the

.

.,..

,, '

This business Is conclucted by
Individual • Husband & W~e. '
Registrant has not yet begun,
to transact business under the,
fictitious
name(s)
listed

above.

a

I declare that all the infor91a·
tlon in this statement is
and correct. (A registrant who.
declares as true, informatiorv
which he or she knows to be·
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Sang Min Kim
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize tl)e
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatioq of
the rights of another under
federal. state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
State"\ent filed with the
Cou nt }I of R iverside on
8/01/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on f ile in my
office.
1
NOTICE: This fictitious bu&l·
ness name statement expires
five years from the dfte rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not i1self authorize tl)e
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation al
the rights of another u~r
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf<
FILE NO. R-2003-0790. , ;,
p. , 8/7, 8/14, 8/21, ~8

Jrue,

AMENDED
T he following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MEXICO BY TH E TRUCKLOAD
'
68-956 Perez Road, Surte L
Cathedral City. CA 92234

,...•..

Mexico by the Truckload, Inc.
45•480 Cota Way
India n Wells, CA 92210
CALIFORNIA #2295298

This bifiness Is conducted by
a Corpqration.
,.
Registrt nt has not yet begun
to transact business undertl)e.
fictitious
name(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant wt,d
declares as true, informatiori
which he or she knows to be,.
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Trig C. Magelssen, V.P.
LLC/Al# 2295298
The filing of this statemen
does not of itsett authorize the,
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation 114the rights of another uncle/"
federal, state, or common
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)..
S tatement fi led wi th the.
Co unty of Ri vers i de ..,ort
6105/03,
~ :•
I hereby certify that this
is a correct copy of the ori9'!
nal statement on file in
office.
NOTICE: This flctrtious bust'

laii

<i"Plt

my

PUBLIC NOTICE
CITY OF RIVERSIDE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the City o
Riverside has established an Overall Annual
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Goal of 1O"/;
applic.able to the Department of Transportatio
assisted contracting opportunities scheduled to
be awarded during the period of October 1, 2003
through September 30, 2004. The City o
Riverside proposed Overall Anrual Goal and its
rationale were developed in response to U.S.
Department
of
Transportation's
Ne
Disadvantaged Business Program Final R.ule {4
CFR Part 2) and are available for inspection10
thirty (30) days following the date of this Notice,,
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p .m., Pacific 'Standar
Time, Monday through Friday at our princip
place of business located at:
'
City of Riverside
Public Works Department
3900 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92522
Comments will be accepted on the Goal for forty.
five days from the date of this Notice.
Comments can be· forwarded to the City ' of
Riverside, at the above stated address or to:
Department of Transportation
District 8 Local Assistance Engineer, MS1030
464 West Fourth Street
San Bernardino, CA 92401
Dated at Riverside, California, this 5th of August
2003 .
George Caravalho, City Manager

p. 8/14

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS/QUOTATIONS
Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast A ir Quality Management
District, 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following :
Bid No.

Title

P2004-03 Landscape Maintenance at
Diamond Bar Headquarters
P2004-04 2003 Carl Moyer Memorial Air
Quality Attainment Program

Bidders'
Conference
08/21 /03
MANDATORY

Closing Date

Contact Person

09/04/03
2:00 p.m.

SylVia Oroz
909-396-2054
909-396-3350 fax

See RFP for list of
workshop dates

10/ 10/03
5:00 p.m.

Lani Montojo
909-396-2231
909-396-3252 fax

..

Persons attending a bidders' conference should confirm their attendance by calling the contact pe~n;
Bids will not be accepted from anyone not attending a mandatory bidders' conference. The RFP/RF
may be obtained through the Internet at http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp. If you have questions or would li~e
a copy of the RFP/RFQ mailed to you, contact the listed person.
It is the policy of the AQMD to ensure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses, women
owried businesses, disabled veteran-owned businesses and small businesses have a fair and equi!
table opportunity to compete for and participate in AQMD contracts. -- Procurement Unit
CNS# 569401

p. 817, Bfl4
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ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
tiled in the Ottice of the
County Clerk. A new Flc@ous
Business Name Statement
mu~t be filed before that time.
Tl1e ' filing of this statement
dres' not ijsett authorize the

DSe'1n this state of a Fictitious
$u!l1ness Name In VIOiation Of
ttie" rights of another under

(ebe1al, state or common law
! S'se Section 14411 , Et Seq .•
Business and Professions
Cqde).
·
13°Af'N L. ORSO, County Clerk
F ILE;N0. 1-2003-01082
►· 713. 7110, 1111, 7124,
'
8/ 14,8/21 , 8/28

an,

The' following person(s) is
Care~ doing business as:
E i'IRANDS UNLIMITED
~14i'7 Avenida De La Reyna
Terrlecula, CA 92592
P.O. Box 892314
,
Th',;,ecula, CA 92589
Tarrimy Vasquez-Hancock
28726 Ballestros Road
Murrieta, CA 92562

Margaret Celeste Priest
41477 Avenida De La Reyna
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun

to ,transact business under the
ltct~ous

name(s)

above.

business name in vi~ation of
tt1Ef 1 rights of another under
t8c!eTal, state, or common law
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
<;:l;?tinty o f Riverside on
,8/0ij/03.
I hefreby certify that this copy
i's·a' correct copy of the original
st~tement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busin8sls name statement expires
five'years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
. .Bu'~ iness Name Statement
'must be filed before that time.
i'h~ filing of this statement
deres not itself authorize the
u~lr in this state of a Fictitious
~usiness Name in violation cl
the 1' rights of another under
j ederal, state or common law
(Sile Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
e'usiness a nd Professions
:c qdl!).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
t'tt:~.NO. R-2003-06056
V•
p. 8/1 4, 8/21 , 8/2B, 9/4

,(sec.

Tpe following pe rson(s) is
(are) doing business as:
~IM.ONE'S UNIFORMS
10059 Abedul St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

,

·o erlck Sherard Wilson
U,Q.59 Abedul St.
Mtireno Valley, CA 92551
Latonia Yvette Wilson
16059 Abedul SI.
~ ~rno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
tt2tttious
na m e (s)
list ed
above.

,,.__,.

I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Derick S. Wilson, Latonia Y.
Wilson
·
The filing ot this statement
does not ot ijsett authorize the
use in this stale of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
8/-11/03.
I hereby certtty that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the OHice of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The fifing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in thiS state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or Gommon law
(See Section 144t1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08305
p. 8/14, 8/21 , 6128, 9/4

Usted

) ~ec!are that all the intorma.ti0n in this statement is true
ancl'correct. (A registrant who
declares as true. information
:V.,,i~-h he or she knows to be
t~se js guilty of a crime.)
;.L:'r.immy Vasquez-Hancock
The' filing of this statement
'aoes not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ENZO'S RISTORANTE
254 N. Palm Canyon Drive
Palm Springs. CA 92262
Vincenzo Antonio Romeo
1609 Ameila Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Patrice Ann Romeo
1609 Ameila Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

(are) doing business as:
HUNTER REALTY
2361 Prospect Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

fo llo wing perebn'(•J

Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08226
p . 8/14, 8/21, 8/28, 9/4

Teresa Watkins Hunter
2361 Prospect Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on August 21 ,
1998.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Teresa W. Hunter
The filing of this statement
does not of ijself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
.(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
8/05/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office .
NOTICE: This tictitio°us business name statement expires
five years from the dale it was
tiled in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before lhal lime.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this slate of a Fictitious
Busindss Name in violation of
the rights ot another uncer
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08115
p. 8/14, 8121 , 8128, 9/4

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced to
' transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 8/5/03.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Patrice A . Rome
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq . b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
8/0510:i.
f hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This tictrtious business na~e statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
1lusiness Name Stateme nt
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Ccunty Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2003-02 168
p. 8/14, 8/21 , 8/28, 914
T he
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The fo llowing person(s) is
(a re) doing business as:
4 COVENANT KIDS
20850 Hilfsdale Road
Riverside, CA 92508
Ursula Francia Gainer
20850 Hillsdale Road
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
lncividual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Ursula F. Gainer
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another unde r
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riv e rside on
8/07/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file· in my office .
NOTICE: Th[s fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
fifed In the O ffice of the
County Clerk. A new Flctijious
Business Na me Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseH authorize the
use in this s tete of a FJcti1iOue

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
SHERAID PRODUCTS
23985 Eucalyptus Ave. #1
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Sherry Ziadeh
23985 Eucalyptus Ave. #1
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
lncividual.
Registrant has not yet begun
1
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s) ., listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as 1rue, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Sherry Zladeh
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatron of
the rights of 'another under
federal, state, dr common law
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement ti led with the
County of Riverside on
7/ 18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct COP'/ of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the
Cplmty Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Ccunty Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-07499
p. 8/14, 6121 , 8128, 9/4
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ANTONIO'S PIZZA HOUSE
AND RESTAURANT
414855 E. Florida Ave.
Hemet, CA 92544
Michael Wahib Tadros
20810 Brana Rd.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 5/31/2003.
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime:)
s/.Michael Tadros
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state , or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq . b &p code)
Statement tiled with the
C ounty o f R ivers ide o n
8/06/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
la a c orrect copy of the originaI

statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
. GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08150
p. 8114, 6121 , 8128, 914

The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a ficti1ious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fil ed w ith th e
County of Riverside on
8/07103.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of 1;1nother under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08tg4
p. 8/14, 8/21, 8/28, 9/4

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
FIVEPAGE.COM
2740 Genuine Risk
Perris, CA 92571
1930 West College Ave. #82
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Manhew Glayson Hopkinson
1930 West College Ave. #82
San Bernardino, CA 92407
This business is conducted by
lncividual,
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious
name(s)
liste.d
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Manhew Hopkinson
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize the
use in this state of a ficlitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under,
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440-et. seq. b &p code)
Statement tiled with the
County of Riverside on
8/06/03,
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time,
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violatton of
the nghts of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08139
p. 8/14, 8/2t , B/28, 9/4
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
HOOPOLOGY 10N1
2910 Canyon Crest Dr. 116
Riverside, CA 92507
Jason Alexander Perkins
2910 Canyon Crest Dr. 116
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on October 2002.
I declare that all the 1ntorrnat1on in this statement Is true
and correct. (A regislrant who
declares as true, information
which he or s he know s to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/,Joson A. Perkins

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NO. RIC 396909
To all interested Persons:
Petitioner Lisa Horn filed a
petition wijh this court for a
decree changing names as
follows:
Brett D. Minor to Brett D.
Horn. The court orde rs that all
persons interested in this mat•
tel shall appear before this
court at the hearing indicated
below to show cause, if any,
why the petition for change of
name should not be granted.
Date: Sept. 9, 2003 Time 8.30
a.m., Dept. 3 . The address of
the court is: Superior Court of
California,
County
of
Riverside. 4050 Main Street.,
Riverside, CA 92502-0431 . A
copy of this Order to Show
Cause hsall be published at
least once each week for four
successive weeks prior to the
date set tor hearing on the
petition in the following news•
paper of general circulation,
printed in this county Black
Voice.
Date: July 30, 2003.
E. Michael Kaiser, Judge to
the Superior Court
p . 8/14, 8/21 , 8/28, 914

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF
KIMBERLY A. FAUST
RIP 084618
Walter T. Moore
Hartnell, Horspool & Fox
A Professional Corporation
25757 Redlands Boulevard
Redlands, CA 92373-8453
Attorney for Jerry Faust
Superior Court of California,
C ounty of Riverside, 4050
Main Street, Riverside, CA'
92501 , Riverside Judicial
Olstrict
Estate of: Kimberly A. Faust
ak Kimberly Ann Faust aka
Kimberly faust, 'Decedent
Notice of petition to administer
estate of Kimberly A. Faust
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent creditors,
and persons who may otherwise be interested in the will
or estate, or both, of Kimberly
A . Faust aka Kimberly Ann
Faust aka Kimberly Faust, a
petition for probate has been
filed by Jerry Faust in , the
Superior Court of Calijornia,
County of Riverside. The petition for probate requests that

Jerry Faust be' appointed as
personal representative to
administer the estate of the
decedent.
The Petition requests authority to administer the estate
under
the
Independent
Administration of Estates Act.
(This authority will allow the
personal representative to
take many actions without
obtaining court approval.
Before taking certain very
important actions, however,
the personal representative
will be required to give notice
to interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action.)
The independent
administration authority will be
granted unless an interested
person files an objection to
the petition and shows good
cause why the court should
not grant the authority.
A Hearing on the petition will
be held on 9/18/03 at 9:00
a.m. Dept. 1 at 4050 Main
Street, Riverside, CA 92501 .
It you object to the granting of
the petition, you should
appear at the hearing and
state your objections or tile
written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be in person
or by your attomf!y.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor
of
the
deceased, you must file your
c laim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative appointed by the
court within four months from
the date of first issuance of
letters as provided in Probate
Code section 9100. The time
for filing claims will not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
You may examine the file kept
by the court. If you are a person interested in lhe estate,
you may file with the court a
Request fo r Special Notice
(form DE-154) of the filing of
an Inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any petition or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250.
A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the
court clerk.
Attorney tor petitioner: Walter
T. Moore, 25757 Redlands 81.,
Redlands, CA 92373
s/... Walter T. Moore
p. 8114, 8121, 8128, 9/4
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
VIDEO SHORES .
11675 Pigeon Pass Plaza #8-

Cou~ty of Riverside on
8/11/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficmious business name statement e)(pires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictijious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use in this stale of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another un'der
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08322

AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
EL GAVILAN MOBILE
DETAILING
39837 Cote D'Azure
Murrieta, CA 92563

is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not rtself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights ot another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-06025
p. 1111, 1124, 1131 ,
8/14, 8/21 , 8/28, 9/4

Jaime Ugalde-Nieves
39837 Cote D' Azure
Murrieta, CA 92563
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wije.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 7/19/2003.
I declare that all the intorma·
lion in this statement is true
and corrE!CI. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.) ·
s/.Vanessa Ugalde
The filing of this statement
does not of itself aulhorlze lhe
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
7/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy

an

NeedACARil

NEW? Certified? Pre-Owned?
Do you have bad credit?
Repos, Bankruptcy, Charge Offs?
Are you a 1st time buyer?
Do you have good credit?

1
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Jong Hak Bae
1449 Bookman Ave.
Walnut, CA 91789

Would you like a great deal?
A Great Interest Rate without the Hassle?

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
ficlil1ous
name(s)
listed

(Customer Cash Back up to $2000)

Dushane
Granger

Robert
Coleman,

above.
I declare thal all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jong Hak Bae
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictrt1ous
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
S tateme nt fil e d with the

Vanessa Navejar Ugalde
39837 Cote D'Azure
Murrieta, CA 92563

(909)

134-6021

(909)

515-3695

Schedule Your Appointment Today!

Quality Toyota
1685 West Sixth Street
Corona, CA 92882

GET THE FEELING
®TOYOTA

1

/FI E-1 WAY' VILlfSWAGEN
••

Drivers
Q

2003 Volkswagen Golf GLS

♦

MSRP . ...... .. . .. . .. , .. . .$18,970
$800
NET COST TO YOU!

FREEWAY DISCOUNT . .

VIN #34069297

. ·.·.··.....

· ·
~

.

·

2003 Volkswagen Passat GL

.

MSRP .. _ . . . . . .

Arrowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

.$23,400

FREEWAY PISCOUNT~ ~ ~,.,.$.1.,1..
201LL1
NET COST TO YOU!

Official Dealer.Direct Dealer
VIN #3P347172
1 @ this Pfice

1 @ this Price

2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL

2003 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible

MSRP ................. . ..$1 7,675
.$1 044
NET COST TO YOU!

FREEWAY DISCOUNT . . .

IN STOCK
NOW!!!

VIN #3M048209
1 @ this Price

www.freewaylm-vw.com
lhe·new Volkswagen Warranty is so much better, nmight very well bring tears of joy to your eyes.
• Basic Warranty; 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited New
Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12
months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first).
• Powertraln Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited
Powertrain Warranty.
• Roadside Assistance*: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichev~r occurs fi:st) 24-hour

-:f+:• .
~fl)~ ~ ~~

Arrowhead Credit Union
'Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford
Credit

roadside assistance.

,
• Anti-Corrosion"*: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion
,.
Perforation.
•courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S.
- e-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio.
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the EuroVan.

FREEWAY SUPERSTORE
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115
1 6 00 C AMINO REAL, S AN BERNARDINO
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Plus tax lie., doc. (smog it any). On approved credit. Must see dealer to r details. Stancard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close of business 08/17/0~.

lI '

•

~

'

1

'.

j

'

, ',.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

SPORTS
Contact Sports Department: at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.org
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Raiders and CHP Compet~ at Arrowhead Stadium.
Raider alumni gather at
local baseball field for
charity softball contest_
By Lamont Faust

BVN Sports

Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staf
Former Raider receiver Cliff Branch displays_one of his three Super Bowl rings at Arrowhead Stadium.

.

The Inland Division of the California Highway Patrol.
joined NFL Raider alumni in a friendly, yet competitive, soft- · '
ball game for a local charity. The beneficiary of the event
was the CHP's "11-99 Foundation." The coded jargon refers
to a CHP officer who is in need of assistance. Since 1981,
funds have been raised to support families of those officers
who have died in the line of duty.
The 11-99 Foundation has provided over two mfilion dollars in benefits. Financial assistance has addressed such
hardships as fire and flood damage, cancer treatment ,wheelchairs and scholarships given out to dependents for financial
need and academic excellence.
Team CHP was led by Chief Mike Williams, Captain Jim
Abele, Lt. Tom McCreary, Sgt. Eric Phipps and officer's Eric
B"arrow, Gil Campa, Jim Fonseca, Leo Lopez, Mario Lopez,
Lee Nuez, and Rick Sigler.
The Raider NFL alumni roster was headed by former USC
All-American Rod Martin. Martin was chosen AFL
Defensive Player of the Year in 1979 and 1983. A standout
NFL linebacker, Martin also played in Super Bowl XV and

xvm.
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SUPER BOWL STANDOUTS - (1-r) Rod Martin, Jeff Barnes and Cliff Branch enjoy themselves in the Arrowhead Stadium dug-out.
·
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Former USC All-American Rod Martin pumps the crowd for more noise.

Photo by Jon Gaede
Raider Jeff Barnes (left) shows one of the San Bernardino CHP officers his
brand of softball.
·
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RAIDER ALUMNI • (1-r) Jeff Barnes, Jarrod Bunch, Mervyn Fernandez, Cliff Branch, Stephone Paige, Dokie Williams, Rod Martin, and Odis McKinney.

Former Oakland Raider speedster Cliff Branch was looking quite fit on the base paths. Branch was an outstanding
track star prior to being drafted by Oakland in 1972. A fourtime All Pro, Branch played 15 quality years in Oakland, and
played in Super Bowl XI, XV, and XVIII. For those into ·
Raider trivia, he is one of only six Raider's to wear three
Super Bowl rings.
Former linebacker Jeff Barnes was one of the more aggressive softball players as he was in a Raider uniform. Barnes,
out of Berkley, played 11 years in a Rai1er uniform and in
Super Bowl XV and XVIII. Always in great shape, Barnes
played in 71 straight games over nine years.
Dokie Williams, another Cliff Branch type athlete out of
UCLA was an outstanding receiver and kick off return man
for the Raiders. Williams was an All-American in track and ,
participated in the 1980 Olympic trials. He played six ye~s
in the NFL and played in Super Bowl XVIII.
Wide receiver Mervyn Fernandez looked swift enough to
suit up'this year. Fernandez caught passes for 1,069 yards in
1989, spent five of his professional football years playing in
Canada and ended his career as a Raider in 1992.
Odis McKinney played in 73 straight games for t:Jle
Raiders. He was a superior NFL defensive back and played
in Super Bowls XV and XVIII. McKinney also served as a
Raider coach from 1990 to 1995.
Fullback Jarrod Bunch has been acting since retiring froni
the NFL· in 1995. Bunch had roles in ' 1Shaft," "The Be t
Man," and "The Dancer." .
Former Raider nemesis Stephone Paige was billed as the
"Special Guest" of the softball game. Fourth on Kansas
City's all time receiving list, Paige once had teen receptions
on a Monday night football game and played for 10 years.

